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1 Introduction

Since Thomas Seebeck discovered the Seebeck effect in 1821 [1] a lot of applications based
on this effect have been developed. The most spreaded one surely is the very precise
measurement of temperatures by forming a thermocouple out of two different metals.
Practical applications for thermoelectric devices, however, only arised more than 100 years
later in the mid 20th century, due to many advancements in semiconductor technology.
To define the quality of a thermoelectric material, the so called figure of merit firstly was
deduced by E. Altenkirch in 1910 to [2, 3]:

ZT =
S2σ

κ
T. (1.1)

Here S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ the electrical conductivity and κ the thermal conduc-
tivity. The higher the ZT -value of a material, the higher its efficiency in energy generation.
As can be seen from equation (1.1), an improvement can be achieved by either increasing
S2σ (the so called power factor) or by decreasing κ, without affecting the other parameters
in an unwanted way. Assuming a constant Seebeck coefficient, the equation (1.1) implies
that materials with a high electrical conductivity and a low thermal conductivity are de-
sired, a design goal which, for metals, is somewhat contradicted by the Wiedemann-Franz
law [4, 5]. This directly leads to semiconductors as the material class of choice for ther-
moelectrics. They have at least one order of magnitude higher Seebeck coefficients and
further numerous advantages compared to metals can be named: The free carrier concen-
tration can be adjusted by doping such that the electric conductivity is still fairly high, but
the thermal conductivity is dominated by phonon transport. Simultaneously, the thermal
conductivity can be reduced further by phonon blocking almost without affecting the free
carrier transport [6]. This ansatz is known as the so called “phonon glass/electron crystal”
(PGEC) introduced by Slack [7]. In the framework of this model a thermal conductiv-
ity comparable to the low thermal conductivity of amorphous materials such as glasses
at a simultaneously high moblity of the charge carriers as in crystals are basically com-
patible. One approach for introducing local “glass-like” modes into a crystal are crystal
structures like the skutterudites which contain cage-like units randomly occupied by heavy
atoms which vibrate within these cages. These rattling atoms then cause a scattering of
extended phonon states which drastically lowers the thermal conductivity of the lattice.
One indication for such rattling atoms can be a strongly increased atomic displacement
parameter [8, 9]. The PGEC concept encouraged numerous new research which ended up
in a significant enhancement of ZT for some alloys, e.g. clathrates [10–14].

Theory predicts that the thermoelectric figure of merit could be significantly enhanced
by reducing the dimensions of the used material down to a scale where confinement effects
occur in one or more dimensions [15–17]. This idea came up in the 1990’s, at a time when
a lot of progress already had been made in the techniques of microfabrication in the Si-
based computer chip industry. In this way a totally new playground for experimentalists
was accessible. Various methods have been developed to manipulate the thermoelectric
parameters on different length scales: One fairly simple and effective way of improving the
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1 Introduction

thermoelectric figure of merit is to take a thermoelectric bulk material, e.g. PbTe, and
then try to improve it by ball milling and subsequent compacting. This method turned
out to further improve the ZT -value of the bulk material due to a lowering of the thermal
conductivity by introducing interfaces, while the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck
coefficient remained high [6].

A more defined way of introducing interfaces in the thermoelectric material is to grow
multilayers. The thermoelectric properties are then measured in cross-plane direction,
i. e. perpendicular to the sample surface. High figures of merit could be achieved this way
[18, 19], but the sample preparation is comparatively complex, and so is the thermoelectric
characterization. In addition the reproducibility with the same degree of quality is crucial
for a mass application in devices. Here the interfaces need to be controllable and tuneable
in their shape, morphology, and transport properties. But a high degree of reproducability
is not as trivial as it may sound, and in the cases ([18, 19]) cited above it could not be
achieved yet [20, 21].

For some applications, an in-plane geometry is more desirable. An elegant way to intro-
duce well defined interfaces in-plane by a relatively simple process is the lateral structuring
of thin-films with alternating materials. Calculations show that for materials with incom-
patible phonon dispersion relations, the propagation of phonons of certain energies across
the interfaces is suppressed [22–29]. This shows that interfaces may affect the electric as
well as the phononic transport in a way that the thermal conductivity may be reduced
by selective interface scattering, where phonons are blocked without disturbing the move-
ment of the electrons. So the local structure of interfaces between two materials is very
important for the transport on the mesoscopic to microscopic scale. Studying these effects
yields a better understanding of the global behaviour of the macroscopic sample.

Motivated by this idea a sample preparation process was developed in the course of
this work that uses photolithography and self-aligned pattern transfer for defining lateral
interfaces in thin-film structures. This will be described in detail in chapter 4. This work
shows the impact of interfaces on the thermoelectric transport properties. As indicated
in figure 1.1 there are different length scales one has to take into account when discussing
the observed effects. ZnO is an ideal model system for studying the effects of micro-
and nanostructuring on the thermoelectric properties. As an oxide it is stable up to high
temperatures. Furthermore ZnO is environmentally friendly, non toxic and available in
abundance, all properties that are important for a possible use in long term industrial
aplications. This topic is highlighted in chapter 2.

Depending on the demand of the quality, ZnO can be synthesized by various methods
(sputter deposition, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), chemical vapour deposition (CVD),
etc.). This, of course has an impact on the thermoelectric behaviour. Parameters like
doping concentration, carrier mobility, crystallinity, layer thickness, crystal axis orienta-
tion, purity, etc. can be tuned in a controlled way during the growth. A closer look at the
impact of these parameters on the Seebeck coefficient is taken in chapter 6. Here it turns
out that ZnO can be deposited with very high S up to -400 µVK−1 at room temperature.
This is a very important property for a thermoelectric material, because the figure of merit
Z is proportional to the square of the Seebeck coefficient (cf. equation (1.1)).

Unfortunately its bulk thermal conductivity (κ) with values around 100 Wm−1K−1 is
very high for a thermoelectric material [30]. These high values can be reduced drasti-
cally by using compressed ZnO powder or sintered ZnO [31–34]. Furthermore dual dop-
ing with Al and Ga showed a reduction of the thermal conductivity down to a value of
13 Wm−1K−1 at room temperature altogether yielding quite high ZT -values of around
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structured macroscopic sample ( 10 mm)≈

influences from different 
length scales

Figure 1.1: Interfaces with different length scales that affect the macroscopic transport
behaviour of an artificially structured sample. The dimensions reach from a
few micrometer (artificial roughness of the interface shown on the left) down
to few Ångström (atomic interface between two materials shown on the right)

.

0.65 at 1247 K [35]. This means a further reduction of the thermal conductivity by a fac-
tor of two or more without reducing the powerfactor S2σ is necessary to raise the ZT-value
above 1, making ZnO an attractive material for industrial applications.

For multilayer growth, investigations have already shown that a proper control of the
quality of the interfaces between the stacked layers is of major importance for the device
performance [36, 37]. For in-plane interfaces, however, a proper characterization is still
missing. This gap could be closed a little further, when like in this work multilayers in in-
plane geometry are studied. Our findings are discussed in section 6.4. To my knowledge,
so far, only investigations of grain boundaries have been reported, in which the interfaces
were arranged randomly [38–41]. This procedure has been applied to ZnO as well, with
similar results, namely the reduction of the thermal conductivity by growing a highly dis-
ordered polycristalline material, i. e., by introducing additional interfaces [42–44]. Studies
of sputtered ZnO layers exhibiting many grain boundaries have been performed during this
work, as well. Their influence on the Seebeck coefficient and the electrical conductivity
are discussed in section 6.2.
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1 Introduction

To characterize a material thermoelectrically, it is necessary to determine its transport
coeffients S, σ and κ. In order to understand the effect of microstructuring not just
macroscopically but also to analyse the local microscopic influences on the entire sample
these coefficients need to be measured globally and locally. Further investigation methods
like Raman-spectroscopy reveal information about electronic and vibrational modes of the
lattice. An overview about the characterization methods used during this work can be
found in chapter 3.
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2 Thermoelectricity - a niche application or
a real supplementation to regenerative
energy production?

So far the world’s energy production still mostly weighs on fossil fuels like coal, oil and
gas. Almost 90 % of the energy worldwide still is generated from those greenhouse gas
producing raw materials [45]. With a ‘business as usual’ trajectory [46] the amount of
carbon dioxide will grow with the amount of produced energy from fossil fuels. This
amount again depends on that fraction of the world’s population having access to these
energy resources. Since this part of the world’s population is growing faster and faster the
CO2 amount is expected to increase considerably. To prevent dangerous and potentially
irreversible alterations to the world’s climate we have to keep the CO2 content below
500± 50 parts per million (ppm), or in other words lower than twice the preindustrial
concentration of 280 ppm [46]. Since the actual concentration lies at about 375 ppm [46]
the critical concentration will be reached within a few years if no other strategies are
developed. Thus, it is about time to think about alternative, carbon free and, in particular,
renewable ways of energy production in addition to the fossil fuel consuming ones, to at
least stop the rising of the atmosphere’s carbon dioxide concentration and to satisfy the
needs of the world’s population.

Calculations show, that in order to keep this level of CO2 concentration, a carbon-free
power production of about 10 terawatts (TW) by the year 2050 will be necessary [47].
In the year 2008 the cumulative global solar energy production was about 14 GW (see
figure 2.1). The predicted energy production from solar cells for the year 2012 worldwide
is expected to be 20 GW [48]. This corresponds to a growth rate of 43 % over a time period
of four years. Assuming this growth rate can be kept, the global solar energy production
by the year 2050 will be about 600 GW. This is far below the required value of 10 TW. To
achieve this amount of energy solely by photovoltaics (PV), a growth rate of about 87 %
is necessary. This is more than twice the actual growth rate. Next to this considerable
challenge there are more problems concerning the scarcity of materials used in many types
of solar cells. In this framework work by Feltrin et al. [49] has been presented. Here
it is shown, that depending on the technology and thus the materials used, only a few
PV-module types are suitable for mass production, necessary to achieve the TW scale.

This makes clear that such a huge amount of energy cannot be provided by just one
alternative resource but has to be achieved by a mixture of CO2-free power production
such as wind power, water power, nuclear power, and photovoltaics.

Concerning the nuclear power, the latest incidences in Japan have shown that this type
of energy production includes another threat to the world’s climate, namely the potential
atomic fallout caused by a worst-case scenario of a nuclear power plant accident. This
happened in Fukushima and initiated the German government to accelerate the abolition
of nuclear power production. It is planned to shut down the last nuclear power plant in
Germany and hence to be dissociated from nuclear energy production by the year 2022. It
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Spain,
3.4 GW; 24 %

Germany,
5.3 GW; 38 %

Rest of World
0.97 GW; 7 %France,

0.18 GW; 1 %
Italy,

0.46 GW; 3 %
South Korea,
0.36 GW; 3 %

United States
1.1 GW; 8 %

Japan,
2.1 GW; 15 %

Figure 2.1: Global cumulative installed photovoltaic capacity in Gigawatt (GW) and per-
centage through 2008 (after [48]).

is obvious that this will cause a huge lack in energy supply since energy from nuclear power
comprises about 20 % of Germany’s total energy demand. The government assures people
that this lack will be compensated totally by regenerative energy sources like photovoltaics,
wind or water power and not by importing electricity from other countries, which may rise
foreign nuclear power production to comply with this demand. In the first half of 2011,
however, this plan seems to fail since Germany’s imports of electric power for instance
from France and the Czech Republic were increased by 51 % and 673 %, respectively, due
to the shutdown of eight nuclear power plants [50]. Of course, most of the imported energy
stems from nuclear energy. So the compensation of the energy demand in the meantime
will be satisfied by either going back to a reinforced use of fossil fuels or a rise of nuclear
power imports.

An alternative is to save energy by increasing the efficiency of devices and machines.
This can generate at least as much benefit as the carbon-free energy production. In this
context thermoelectricity may play an important role due to its ability to recycle at least
a small fraction of otherwise wasted heat. Such wasted heat occurs intrinsicly in every
industrial process because of friction and/or the combustion of fossil fuels. For example
only one third of the energy of the gasoline burned in a car engine is effectively used
to really move the car. The other two thirds are waste heat. So a tangible upcoming
application of thermoelectric modules as mass products is an employment in cars for
converting parts of the exhaust heat for cooling and heating of the passenger compartment.
This will also allow one to replace conventional air conditioning in cars. The anticipated
direct merits are more passenger comfort due to the possibility of zonal heating, a reduction
of the fuel consumption by several percent, a reduction of weight, and less maintainance
costs. Another positive side effect and driving force is the prevention of escaping of
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the maximal power output and annual power output based on the
world’s resources and annual production of the least abundant constituting
elements for various thermoelectric material systems.

the refrigerant gas R134a (C2H2F4), which is commonly employed in conventional air
conditioning systems, into the atmosphere. This refrigerant gas has a 1430 times higher
‘greenhouse gas effect’ than CO2. Car companies such as BMW, Chevrolet, Ford etc.
pursue research of this topic actively.

The probably best understood and in terms of industrial application most used ther-
moelectric materials right now are Bi2Te3, PbTe, SiGe alloys. These materials have their
optimum operation points in a different temperature range (Bi2Te3 up to about 250 ◦C,
PbTe up to 550 ◦C and SiGe operates between 750 ◦C and 1000 ◦C [51]) and hence do
not directly compete against each other. But looking at these materials in terms of sus-
tainability, toxicity or other aspects concerning an industrial mass production, advantages
or disadvantages need to be carefully considered. A very important point for a mass
production of thermoelectric generators is the availability of each component that forms
the compound of interest. Taking Bi2Te3 as an example, calculations show that devices
based on this material would be able to produce approximately 105 GW of output power
as maximum producable power based on material resources [52]. The maximum power
output together with the annual power output based on the world’s resources and annual
production of the least abundant constituting element for various thermoelectric material
systems is shown in figure 2.2. As can be seen tellurium is the limiting material in the
two thermoeletric systems Bi2Te3 and PbTe. It is so scarce that Te-based active thermo-
electric materials are only supposed to be a transitional technology until environmentally
friendly and sustainable alternatives are found, as will be elaborated later in the section
about mobile mass production .

In general, the application of thermoelectric generators in systems can be divided in
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2 Thermoelectricity - niche application or real supplementation?

three different types of usage: (i) energy harvesting based on the use of waste heat, i.e. the
thermoelectric module does not interfere with the system or process causing the waste
heat (ii) exergetic enhancement, i.e. incorporating thermoelectric devices into systems to
utilize heat flows within the system in order to increase the electricity output and, thus,
deliberately interfering with the system or process; and (iii) dedicated independent energy
systems based on thermoeletric devices. Although the design target is always simply
‘stable and sustainable performance’, the actual design of a thermoeletric energy system
is very complex. Many aspects need to be taken into account ranging from heat source
properties via user requirements and system design aspects to the thermoelectric materials
employed.

To find the most effective thermoelectric device is not always leading to the desired
result to search for the material system with the highest ZT value in a given temperature
range. A device with a maximum ZT of the material employed in the temperature interval
∆T between hot end at Th and cold end at Tc of the working range possesses effectively
a ZT value of about 70% of the maximum value averaged over the working range [53].
This is primarily because all thermoelectric material properties (S, κ, σ) depend on tem-
perature and, furthermore, additional contact resistances and heat losses come into play
in thermoelectric generator devices. Only in case of the usually unrealistic assumptions
of temperature independent thermoelectric properties and of a perfect match between n-
type and p-type legs, the average ZT of the device is given by the ZT of the material in
equation (1.1). To estimate the efficiency of the thermoelectric generators of the different
materials, for simplicity, Th is fixed at the temperature where ZT is maximal which is
somewhat similar to the maximum operating temperatures of corresponding thermoelec-
tric devices. The idealized maximum power-generation efficiency for three different ∆T ,
i.e. different values of Tc is calculated. The idealized efficiency is then given by:

η =
∆T

Th
·
√

1 + ZTh − 1√
1 + ZTh + Tc/Th

, (2.1)

where ZTh is defined by equation (1.1). ∆T/Th corresponds to the Carnot efficiency. A
plot of η versus ZT for the five thermoelectric materials for three different temperature
gradients ∆T is shown in figure 2.3. The corresponding values of η, ZTh, and Tc are
listed in table 2.1. Here for each of the five material systems the three different efficiencies
η have been derived. For all materials the hotside temperature Th has been fixed at a
temperature where ZT peaks. Now the temperature at the cold side Tc has been varied
for a maximum temperature gradient (max.), a minimum gradient (min.) and a moderate
one in between (typ.). The ZT -values are taken from the literature [53–55].

Of course, one has to be cautious when comparing devices made of the five materi-
als in terms of efficiencies. The reason is that the materials will no be competitors in
most applications as the temperature ranges for which they are best suited differ consid-
erably. Nevertheless, one finds that the maximum, realistically achievable efficiencies of
thermoelectric generators based on PbTe, SiGe, and Bi2Te3 are somewhat comparable.
Efficiencies of PbTe-based thermoelectric generators are anticipated to be higher than
those of Bi2Te3-based thermoelectric generators despite the lower ZTh of PbTe. The value
of the power generation efficiency of Bi2Te3 is comparatively poor. This is due to the low
temperature range in which this material can be employed. So other materials with lower
material efficiencies may yield higher values of η due to the higher temperature values Th

and the resulting possibility of realizing higher ∆T . The efficiencies of FeSi2-based ther-
moelectric generators and hypothetical ZnO-based thermoelectric generators may come
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Figure 2.3: Plot of η versus ZT for the five thermoelectric materials (Data from [53–55]).
A range of η values is given for each material where the circles represent typical
values of ∆T and the triangles limit the range by assuming a minimum and a
maximum ∆T . The temperature of the hot end Th is fixed at the temperature
where ZT is maximum.

within a factor of two of those of thermoelectric generators based on the other three mate-
rials. Again, the reason is the high temperature-stability of the materials which allows one
to apply large temperature gradients. Obviously, for most applications the temperature
range of Tc to Th is given and fixed. This will have an additional impact on the choice of
material.

For high-temperature thermoelectric materials it will be essential to maximize the
device-ZT over a large temperature range. This is usually done by tuning the mate-
rial properties to provide a high average ZT over the temperature range of interest. Such
a tuning may be achieved in different ways, e.g. by segmenting with different materials
that have ZT peaks at different temperatures as in the case of PbTe based materials [53],
i.e. functionally graded materials. However, this approach may cause further problems
over a large temperature range because the electrical current, required for a high effi-
ciency operation of the device, changes as the material properties vary with temperature
and segment. To keep a high performance of the device over the whole temperature range,
the so called thermoelectric compability factor (s = (

√
1 + ZT ± 1)/ZT ;− for power gen-

eration + for cooling) must be similar for all materials used. In order to keep a high
efficiency over the temperature range of interest, this term needs to be within about a

13



2 Thermoelectricity - niche application or real supplementation?

Material ZTh Th / K Tc / K η / %

Bi2Te3 1.1
typ.: 470 320 6.7

max.: 470 270 9.5
min.: 470 370 4.3

PbTe 0.8
typ.: 670 400 7.1

max.: 670 270 11.7
min.: 670 500 4.2

SiGe 1.1
typ.: 1170 800 6.7

max.: 1170 570 11.9
min.: 1170 900 4.7

FeSi2 0.4
typ.: 1120 800 2.8

max.: 1120 520 6.0
min.: 1120 900 1.8

ZnO 0.3
typ.: 1270 800 2.9

max.: 1270 570 4.9
min.: 1270 900 2.2

Table 2.1: Temperature values taken for the calculation of η of the five materials for a
maximum value of ZT at T = Th and three different values of Tc. Values of ZT
are taken from [6, 53–55]. Values for η are derived using equation (2.1).

factor of 2 for all segments [53].

Next to these materials a lot of others are under investigation for a potential industrial
production of thermoelectric devices. Very promising material classes are skutterudites,
clathrates, half-Heusler-compounds, chalcogenides, and many more. A very nice and de-
tailed overview about the materials of choice, currently of interest, is given by Kanatzidis
et al. [6]. Nevertheless these compounds have in common that they are of a very complex
structure, which makes it hard to fully analyze them theoretically. This is the reason why,
at the moment, the search for the best thermoelectric compound within these material
classes follows more or less a trial and error principle.

So far issues like material properties and design efficiencies, availabilty, sustainabilty and
cost issues or the parallel use of the materials in other technologies have been discussed.
This makes clear, that when designing a thermoelectric generator for a specific application,
many aspects need to be taken into account. Some aspects may appear trivial at first
sight. However, it is worthwhile going through the entire chain of ideas and setting up
a decision matrix as it yields some surprising and rather illuminating conclusions. For
a further analysis of this problem, the applications are characterized in terms of mobile
vs. stationary and specialized vs. mass application. This basically yields four categories
of applications. Fig. 2.4 shows the four categories with a priority ranking for four main
criteria. These are high efficiency, costs, environmental friendliness and toxicity, and,
finally, availability and sustainability. Depending on the type of application, these criteria
have different priorities when it comes to planing and realizing a device. It will be shown in
the following that, in particular, the criterion of high efficiency needs further specification.

An extreme example of a specialized application mounted in a moving vehicle
are extraterrestrial space missions. Thermoelectric modules used in such missions need to
generate as much power as possible. Furthermore, the mass of the thermoelectric device
must be as low as possible as the costs of launching a satellite or other space craft scale

14
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of the different types of applications of thermoelectric generators and
the corresponding priority ratings of the selection criteria.

with mass. This means that a high efficiency in terms of watts per gram has the highest
priority. A high efficiency includes in this context reliability and a long life time under
optimal temperature conditions. Since it is a very specialized application, the production
costs usually play a minor role. Availability of the thermoelectric active material and the
environmental friendliness have a rather low priority. For extraterrestrial applications, the
toxicity of the material has no impact on the environment on earth (problems with the
launching excluded). Even for scarce materials, availability plays a minor role since for
specialized applications only a very small amount of material is needed compared to mass
applications. So the ordering of the priorities is efficiency in terms of power per mass,
cost, availability, and, finally, environmental friendliness and toxicity. Of course there
might be special applications where the priority ratings change. This is indicated by the
overlapping of bars in regions representing the different criteria in figure 2.4.

For stationary specialized applications the criteria priorities are very similar to
those of the mobile specialized ones, but there are some minor differences. High efficiency
is again of the highest priority. However, as the thermoelectric generator is stationary
the weight issue is of minor importance. So the efficiency has to be high in terms of ZT -
values or high values of η given by equation (2.1). Because the stationary generators may
become large in dimensions the priorities concerning low cost and materials availability
might shift slightly depending on the specific application. Environmental friendliness is
a minor criterion in a static application. Of course, it is very important to recycle or to
depollute thermoelectric modules properly after completion of their life cycles, but this
is done more easily with a stationary device, where the spatial distribution of pollutants
is closely limited to the surroundings. Examples for special stationary applications may
be the recycling of waste heat in power plants where the design of each thermoelectric

15
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Figure 2.5: Specific power output for different thermoelectric material systems.

generator depends on the special local conditions. The priority ordering is very similar
to the previous case, i.e. efficiency in terms of highest efficiency, costs, availability and
environmental issues.

An example for a mobile mass production are thermoelectric generators in cars. The
essential criteria for this mass production surely is the availabilty of the used materials.
For Bi2Te3 generators for example, the tellurium resources would be entirely consumed
by only 15 to 32 million cars, even assuming a reduced Te input per kW generation by an
increase in efficiency [56]. In other words, the actual Te resources are sufficient to equip a
quarter to half of the world car production in 2009 [57]. This is still no realistic estimate
because it is assumed that all the tellurium reserves are instantly available. However, the
production per year is very low (about 200 t in 2009 [58, 59]), so that the demand of the
market cannot be fulfilled. For modules designed for mobile mass applications another
important aspect is weight. Since the thermoelectric generator increases the total mass of
the vehicle it needs to be as light as possible. So almost as important as the availability is
the specific output power in watts per gram. This quantity is shown in figure 2.5 for the
materials of interest. Of course, in this context not only the thermoelectric material itself,
but the entire thermoelectric generator module needs to be optimized. Thus, figure 2.5
can serve as a rough indication of the problem only.

From an environmental point of view, the use of toxic elements in mass-produced ther-
moelectric generators should be avoided. Mass products, either stationary or mobile,
always imply a distribution of the toxic materials in the environment at the end of the
product’s life cycle due to improper disposal. A toxic element in this sense is Pb. This is
one of the reasons why research into alternatives to PbTe as a thermoelectric material for
applications in the automotive sector is strongly pursued. For such mobile mass products,
the following ordering of the priorities is found: availability, efficiency in terms of power
per mass, cost and environmental aspects.
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Figure 2.6: Decision matrix for criteria that need to be considered when realizing a thermo-
electric generator. The criteria are efficiency (EFF) in terms of high ZT -value,
high power-generation efficiency (η) and high specific output power (P/m),
availability (AVA), costs (COST) and environmental friendliness (ENV).

The situation for stationary mass products is very similar to mobile mass products.
Again, if there is not enough material to satisfy the demand, no mass production is
possible. Thus, the highest priority should have the availability followed by low costs.
The ordering of the criteria as in all the other cases somewhat depends on the type of
device. For example, in the case of micro-structured devices, the amount of thermoelectric
material needed for a module is very low, but the production costs are fairly high. The
low-cost issue might become more important than the availability issue. Another example,
are large stationary thermoelectric generators where a higher output can be simply realized
by using more material assuming that there is enough space available. In this case, the
toxicity issue may become more important than the absolute efficiency η of the material.
In other applications, e.g. in some autarkic sensor applications or in woodstoves where the
space or the size of the thermoelectric generator device is limited, the priorities of these
criteria again might change.

It is obvious from the discussion above that many different materials issues need to be
considered when it comes to designing and realizing a thermoelectric device for a specific
application. These criteria are summarized in a compact decision matrix in figure 2.6. The
five thermoelectric materials are evaluated with respect to the criteria discussed using ‘+’
and ‘-’ to indicate fulfilling and not fulfilling a criterion, respectively. The decision matrix
should not be considered a complete manual for designing a thermoelectric generator, in
particular, as user requirements and system requirements are not discussed. However, it
should offer some guidance in the decision process for choosing the appropriate material
system for a specific thermoelectric application.

In summary, the main field of application of thermoelectric devices is energy harvest-
ing from waste heat originating in the energy conversion processes of fossil fuels. Thus,
thermoelectrics enhances the efficiency of these processes and potentially may contribute
as a clean or green technology to the solution of the world’s energy problem in the future,
at least, as long as energy demand is satisfied by a mixture of CO2 neutral and fossil
energy sources. Green alternatives are the combined use with solar cells or geothermal
approaches [60]. The possible applications of thermoelectric devices range from highly
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2 Thermoelectricity - niche application or real supplementation?

specialized devices to mass products. The decision process of finding the best technologi-
cal solution will strongly depend on the specific application. The selection of the suitable
material for a thermoelectric device depends on a range of criteria, apart from the spec-
ified operational conditions. These criteria include efficiency, availability of the material,
price, environmental aspects etc. In principle, production of thermoelectric generators on
the terawatt scale is possible based on state-of-the art device performance and materials
resources. However, it turns out that this is not necessarily possible with materials of the
highest ZT . Thus, in particular, when considering mass products compromising between
high efficiency and abundance of the materials required will be unavoidable.
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3 Characterization methods

In the investigation of thermoelectric materials surely one of the most important quan-
tities to measure is the Seebeck coefficient. In addition knowledge about the electrical
and thermal conductivity completes the set of measurements for determining the figure of
merit. For a correct interpretation of the global results across a microstructured sample,
one needs local, spatially resolved measurements of these quantities, too. Further methods
like Raman spectroscopy or various other microscopy techniques complete the set of mea-
surements and give hint about structural issues. In the following the most frequently used
characterization methods during this work are presented and the underlying measurement
principles are shortly described.

3.1 Setup for measurements of the macroscopic Seebeck
coefficient

For thermoelectric measurements it is very important to adjust temperatures very precisely
and to keep them stable during the actual data recording, because temperature fluctuations
cause fluctuations of the thermovoltage and hence uncertainties in the determination of
the Seebeck coefficient. The experimental setup built for this purpose (see figure 3.1)
has been designed to achieve temperature differences as fast as possible whilst at the
same time keeping the average temperature constant. The basic idea to realize this, is
a constant cooling of the sample holder while simultaneously counterheating it. Liquid
nitrogen serves as a coolant down to temperatures of about 100 K. With liquid helium
even sample temperatures of about 50 K can be reached. The coolant flux can be adjusted
by a flow controller. For the precise temperature adjustment three ohmic heaters can be
controlled independently. One controls the average temperature of the sample and the
two additional heaters cause and control the temperature gradient across the sample by
heating the sample’s left and right end, respectively. For this the heaters are mounted
onto copper blocks which can be individually moved to account for different sample sizes,
but still are in good contact with the basic copper platform (compare inset of figure 3.1).

The entire sample holder is mounted upside down into a vacuum chamber which is evac-
uated during the measurements down to about 5·10−5 mbar, to guarantee a good thermal
shielding. The temperature at the contact points is determined via type E thermocou-
ples (consisting of NiCr and CuNi) which are produced by knoting the respective wires
together, which have a diameter of about 80 µm, each. The knots are then soldered into
In contacts (points 1 and 2 in figure 3.2). Since thermoelements are not suitable for de-
termining absolute temperatures, but temperature differences only, a reference junction is
necessary, where the temperature is kept constant during the entire measurement. This,
however, is difficult to achieve experimentally with the accuracy required and over the
long period of time (several hours) for a complete measurement. Therefore, a different
ansatz is used. The temperature of the reference junctions are held at a semi-constant
but precisely known value. The junctions were embedded into a solid copper block whose
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the experimental setup for thermoelectric measurements with an
inset of a 3D-plot of the sample holder.

cavity was filled with an electrically insulating but heat conducting paste. This arrange-
ment was placed into a thermally insulating dewar. Due to the large heat capacity of the
copper block and the insulation layer, this offers protection against sudden changes of the
reference temperature. However, gradual changes are constantly determined with great
accuracy in equal time intervals during the whole thermopower measurement. This is done
by using a calibrated Pt100 temperature sensor that had been embedded in the copper
block close to the reference junctions and that allows the measurement of the reference
temperature with an accuracy of 0.01 K. This time dependent reference temperature is
taken into account in the calculation of T1 and T2. With this technique the reference junc-
tion is not held at a constant value as usually done but is measured with great accuracy
during the whole thermopower measurement.

The switching between the several measurement configurations is done using a Switch
System (Keithley 7001) with an attached matrix card (Keithley Hall-Effect Card 7065)
which provides an excellent state of the art signal-to-noise ratio. The voltages are deter-
mined using a Keithley Voltmeter 2700 with integrated multiplexer card that allows for
measurements of additional parameters, as e.g. the heating power. All devices are con-
trolled by a specially developed LabVIEW-based measurement software. The controlling
can be done manually, for very special demands, or an automated measurement mode can
be chosen. In the “auto” mode the measurement is completely contolled by the CPU, but
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3.1 Setup for measurements of the macroscopic Seebeck coefficient

CuNiCuNi

NiCr NiCr

Tref

Tref

Tref

Tref

T1 T2
UT1 UT2sample

UthCuNi

UthNiCr

1 2

Figure 3.2: Top view on a sample with soldered thermocouples.

each point is measured in the same, from the user adjusted, way. If no special demands
are made on the measurement, this mode is very time saving, e.g. measurements over
night can be performed.

The measurements of the macroscopic Seebeck coefficient presented in this work are
based directly on the Seebeck effect, namely that a temperature difference ∆T along a
material causes a thermovoltage Uth, that is directly proportional to ∆T :

Uth = S ·∆T. (3.1)

The constant of proportionality is the Seebeck coefficient S. To cause a constant tem-
perature gradient, the sample is mounted on two copper blocks as described above. At
the points 1 and 2 the type E thermocouples are used (see figure 3.2) to determine the
temperatures T1 and T2 and the thermovoltages along the sample. The voltages UT1 and
UT2 , that fall between the two wires of a thermocouple, are used to determine the tem-
peratures T1 and T2. These thermovoltages are proportional to the temperature gradient
between the reference point and the temperatures T1 and T2 at the sample’s ends. Since
the used thermocouples are standardized, tables are available [61], which allow a direct
translation into a temperature difference. Together with the reference temperature, one
can extract the absolute values of the temperatures T1 and T2 from the measurement of
the thermovoltages UT1 and UT2 .

Along the channel of one type of wire, here exemplarily NiCr, all contributions to the
themovoltage UthNiCr

(according to equation (3.1)) can be written as:

UthNiCr
= SNiCr(Tref − T1) + Ssample(T1 − T2) + SNiCr(T2 − Tref). (3.2)

With a few simple transformations one obtains:

Ssample = Smeasured + SNiCr. (3.3)

The calculataion for UthCuNi
is done analogously.

It is obvious that the measured Seebeck coefficient includes a part that comes from the
wires of the thermocouples and one part from the sample itself. So in the following the
correction of the contribution of the respective wire material to the measured
Seebeck coefficient will be discussed. To illustrate how important a careful analysis of
the wire contribution is, figure 3.3 shows exemplarily the measured thermovoltage of a
sample for different temperature gradients. Although the sample is n-type, it can happen
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Figure 3.3: Linear relation between thermovoltage and temperature difference at a con-
stant average temperature of 260 K of an Al-doped n-type ZnO sample. The
measurements are performed along a constantan (CuNi) and a chromel (NiCr)
path, respectively. Before correction the two different slopes (corresponding
to two different Seebeck coefficents) can be clearly distinguished.

that, without the correction, one channel has negative Seebeck coefficients (circles) and
the other one positive ones (squares).

For the materials used here (NiCr and CuNi) only a few data points, concerning the
Seebeck coefficient in the temperature range from 50 - 100 K, are available in the literature.
One can circumvent this problem by exploiting the relation

SCuNi = SCu − SCu/CuNi. (3.4)

Here SCu denotes the absolute Seebeck coefficient of copper, whereas SCu/CuNi is the See-
beck coefficient of a standardized type T thermocouple consisting of a Cu/CuNi junction.
For this type, standard data after ITS-90 can be taken from [61] in a wide temperature
range. The data for SCu were extraced from Josef Nyström’s work [62] and graphically
from [63] and were approximated by a polynomial least squares fit. Knowing the Seebeck
coefficient of CuNi, one can use this information and the relation

SNiCr/CuNi = SNiCr − SCuNi (3.5)

to determine the Seebeck coefficient of the second wire material NiCr. Being the Seebeck
coefficient of a standard type E thermocouple, data about the unknown SNiCr/CuNi from
equation (3.5) again can be taken from [61]. Now an analytical expression for both SNiCr

and SCuNi can be found by polynomial functions using least-squares fits:

SCuNi(T ) =
5∑
i=0

ai(T/K− 273.15)i
µV

K
(3.6)
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3.2 Setup for local measurements of the Seebeck coefficient

with:

a0 = −37.01801

a1 = −0.08233

a2 = +1.18051 · 10−4

a3 = −1.55014 · 10−7

a4 = +2.11826 · 10−9

a5 = +9.03261 · 10−12

and

SNiCr(T ) =
5∑
i=0

bi(T/K− 273.15)i
µV

K
(3.7)

with:

b0 = +21.42199

b1 = −0.02468

b2 = −7.51875 · 10−5

b3 = +2.4623 · 10−7

b4 = +1.32233 · 10−9

b5 = +9.03261 · 10−12.

It should be mentioned that Ssample includes a contribution from the substrate as well.
This contribution, however, is negligible for semi-insulating substrates, since the following
relation holds [64]:

Ssample =
σsubstrate

σsubstrate + σlayer
Ssubstrate +

σlayer

σsubstrate + σlayer
Slayer. (3.8)

Here Ssubstrate, σsubstrate and Slayer, σlayer denote the Seebeck coefficient and electrical
conductivity of the substrate and the layer, respectively. This guarantees that the overall
Seebeck voltage is completely determined by the sample’s layer, though it may be orders
of magnitude thinner than its substrate, and one can write the following approximation
Ssample ≈ Slayer.

3.2 Setup for local measurements of the Seebeck coefficient

The local Seebeck coefficient measurements have been performed at the Institut für Werk-
stoff-Forschung, DLR in Cologne. With the so called Scanning Seebeck Microprobe it
is possible to measure the local Seebeck coefficient with a spatial resolution down to 10 µm,
depending on the thermal conductivity of the sample [65]. In this fashion it is possible
to map the thermopower of the sample surface, to obtain information about its state of
inhomogeneity, the distribution of its components or the diffusion of one component into
another.

The principle setup is shown in figure 3.4 and is based on a heated probe tip that
is positioned on the sample surface. With a type T thermocouple (Cu/CuNi), that is
connected to the probe, temperature T1 can be measured. At some distance from the tip
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Figure 3.4: Scheme of the experimental setup for local thermoelectric measurements with
the Scanning Seebeck microprobe (after [65]).

the temperature of the sample T0 is determined with another thermocouple. In addition
the sample is in good contact with a heatsink to guarantee a good dissipation of the heat
introduced by the tip. With the two thermocouples not just the temperatures but also
the two thermovoltages UCu and UCuNi between the two Cu wires and the two CuNi wires
of each thermocouple can be measured, respectively:

UCu = (Ssample − SCu) · (T1 − T0) (3.9)

and

UCuNi = (Ssample − SCuNi) · (T1 − T0). (3.10)

Eliminating the temperature gradient, the two equations (3.9) and (3.10) can be combined
to

Ssample =
UCu

UCuNi − UCu
(SCu − SCuNi) + SCu. (3.11)

In this way the Seebeck coefficient of the sample Ssample at the position of the tip can be de-
termined by knowing the Seebeck coefficients of copper and constantan and by measuring
the thermovoltages UCu and UCuNi. If now the sample is mounted on a three-dimensional
micro-positioning system a Seebeck-mapping of a certain area of the sample surface be-
comes possible. The accuracy of each data point depends on the measurement time. To
achieve a high accuracy each point is measured about 4-5 seconds. So for one average
temperature the scanning takes a couple of hours. Due to a Peltier heating/cooling de-
vice, it is possible to choose any average sample temperature between -15 and 60 ◦C.
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3.3 Setup for measurements of the macroscopic electrical conductivity

Because it is very crucial for the measurements to reproducibly adjust the temperature
difference between probe and sample within a few Kelvin, further Peltier elements are
integrated into the probe setup. In this way the gradient can be controlled by controlling
the temperature of both probe and sample separately but simultaneously over the whole
temperature range. To further protect the sample and the probe from ambient influences
the recipient is evacuated.

3.3 Setup for measurements of the macroscopic electrical
conductivity

For the measurement of transport quantities like the electrical conductivity σ the carrier
concentration n or the carrier mobility µ an Oxford Instruments magnet system was
used. The schematic setup of this system is shown in figure 3.5. The sample is mounted
on a sample holder which is then positioned inside the cryostat, consisting of a helium
reservoir and a sample chamber. A superconducting coil, which is cooled with liquid
helium, surrounds the sample chamber and generates a magnetic field up to 10 T. A
needle valve connects the sample chamber with the helium reservoir. In this way the
sample can be cooled down to 1.5 K. A controlable heater (with an Oxford ITC 4) is
placed under the sample chamber, to adjust the temperature in the sample space in the
range from 1.5 K to 290 K. Because the sample is not in direct contact with the heater, the
actual sample temperature is monitored by an accurately calibrated temperature sensor
which is placed on the sample holder close to the sample. This is done by measuring the
resistance of the sensor with a multimeter Keithley DMM 2000 and then converting it into
a temperature by using the corresponding calibration data. The current running through
the superconducting coils is provided by a magnet power source (Oxford PS 120-10).

To prevent leackage currents and to guarantee a high signal to noise ratio Keithley tri-
axial cables are used in the so-called guarded circuit technique [66] for the measurements.
The Keithley Hall-Effect Card 7065 with excellent signal-to-noise properties is used as a
switching unit. The current for the measurements is provided by a stabilized DC cur-
rent source (Keithley 220). For measuring the current and the voltage the picoammeter
Keithley 6485 and the nanovoltmeter Keithley 2182 are used, respectively.

All devices can be controlled and monitored by a specially designed software written
in LabVIEW. The program allows an extensive automation of the whole measurement
procedure, which, especially in the case of magnetic field dependent measurements, is
very useful. Here the duration of one standard field-dependent measurement is about 3
hours. Over the whole measurement the temperature needs to be controlled very precisely,
since the van der Pauw geometry [67, 68] makes it necessary to average between ρ, RH(−B)
and ρ, RH(+B). Because the magnetic field is usually varied from −B to +B, some of
these values are measured with a time difference of several hours. Even over such a long
time the software is able to achieve a precise control of the measurement temperature with
fluctuations of only ±0.1 K, even at low temperatures.

3.4 Setup for local measurements of the electrical conductivity

The idea for the atomic force microscopy already came up in 1928 by Synge [69]. Four years
later he extended his idea to the piezo-electric microscopy [70]. However, the technical
implementation could only be realized in 1982 by Binnig with the first scanning tunneling
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of the experimental setup for magnetotransport measurements.

microscope (STM) [71, 72]. He also was the first person to realize a scanning probe
microscope for non electrically conducting samples - the so called atomic force microscope
(AFM) [73]. All different types of scanning probe microscopes have in common that next
to the information in-plane additional height information is gained. This mapping of the
surface roughness is a major advantage of the AFM over the scanning electron microscope
(SEM).

The functional principle of all scanning probe microscopes is basically the same: Pre-
condition is a very sharp tip (at the peak ideally only one atom wide) that needs to be
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of the measurement principle of atomic force microscopy. In addition
to a standard AFM image, this microscope has the possiblity of sensing either
the Kelvin force (KFM) or the current force (CS-AFM).

positioned very close to the sample surface. For the AFM usually this tip is at the end of a
cantilever that consists typically of silicon or silicon nitride. At a certain distance from the
surface forces between the tip and the surface bend the cantilever. This deflection can be
measured using a laser beam that is reflected from the top of the cantilever into an array
of photodiodes, as shown in figure 3.6. The AFM can be run in many different operating
modes. For imaging applications one can distinguish between contact mode, non-contact
mode and tapping mode: In the contact mode the tip is in direct contact with the sample
surface. Here strong repulsive forces between the atom’s shells and the tip are acting. In
the so called constant height mode the tip scans over the surface remaining at a constant
height. The roughness of the surface determines the deflection of the tip which is used
as a feedback of the topography. Since no adjustments of the tip perpendicular to the
sample surface are carried out, very high scan rates can be achieved in this mode. On the
other hand it is only applicable for very plane and hard surfaces. In the constant force
mode the deflection of the cantilever and hence the force between tip and surface is kept
at a constant level. A feedback control system assures a steady deflection of the cantilever
which makes this imaging mode about two to three times slower than the constant height
mode. The advantage here is that the strain of the sample surface is reduced whilst a still
very high resolution of the topography can be realized.

The name of the non-contact mode already implies that in this mode the tip does
not contact the surface of the sample. Here neither the tip nor the sample surface suffer
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from degradation. This makes it preferable for imaging soft samples. In a special resonant
circuit the cantilever is forced to oscillate with its resonant frequency. If now a force acts
between the tip of the cantilever and the sample surface the resonant frequency of the
oscillator circuit changes. The shift in frequency serves as a measure for the interacting
forces and is used as a control signal for the scanning. This dynamic frequency modulation
mode can be used with very stiff cantilevers since shifts in frequency can be measured
very sensitively. With this AFM technique atomic resolution under ultra-high vacuum
conditions was achieved for the first time [74]. The imaging of different types of materials
becomes possible using changes in phase or amplitude of the oscillation as a feedback signal.
This amplitude modulation is another dynamic mode that can reach atomic resolution
imaging under ultra-high vacuum conditions.

Another dynamic imaging mode is the tapping mode. Here the cantilever is forced
to oscillate with a frequency near its resonance. This is done with a small piezoelectric
element that is mounted in the AFM tip holder. The amplitude of this oscillation is
typically 100 to 200 nm (about ten times larger than in the non-contact mode). When the
tip comes close enough to the surface, interaction forces start to decrease the amplitude of
this oscillation. The height of the cantilever is now controlled in a way, that the cantilever
oscillation amplitude remains constant while scanning the surface. The image is produced
by measuring the force of the intermittent contacts of the tip with the sample surface.
The tapping mode was developed to combine the advantages of measuring samples in a
quasi non-contact mode but under ambient conditions. Furthermore this mode can as well
be used under liquid medium.

Next to these imaging modes the here used AFM from the company AIST-NT is able to
measure two other quantities: In the so called Kelvin force microscopy (KFM) mode
a conventional tip is coated with a thin layer (20 to 30 nm) of platinum or gold to make
it electrically conducting. Now it is possible to gain information about the electrostatic
characteristics of the surface and hence to make assumptions about the electron affinity
as a function of the topography.

The same kind of tip is used to perform the current sensing atomic force mi-
croscopy (CS-AFM) also. As indicated in figure 3.6, an additional expansion add-on
allows one to apply a voltage between the sample and the tip. The resulting current can
then be measured simultaneously with the topography. To prevent the thin gold layer
from melting only small currents below 100 nA are allowed. This is guaranteed by a series
resistance in the MΩ to GΩ range, depending on the conductivity of the sample. Of course
this probing needs to be carried out in the contact mode.

3.5 Setup for local measurements of the thermal conductivity

The measurements of the local thermal condcuctivity have been performed by Nanonics
in Israel with the scanning probe thermal microscopy (SThM) method. In the following
the principal mode of operation is described. Further information, especially concerning
the theoretical modeling and computer simulation, can be found in [75–77].

The probe used is based on the platinum/10% rhodium resistance probe developed by
Dinwiddie et al. [78]. It can be used as a highly localized and accurately positioned heat
source as well as a detector. This probe, commercially available from the TopoMetrix
Corporation, enables thermal microscopy using a resistive thermal element incorporated
at the end of a cantilever that enables AFM feedback. The arms of the cantilever are
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Figure 3.7: Scheme of the resistive probe (after [77]).

made of Wollaston process wire, consisting of 75µm diameter silver wire containing a
platinum/10% rhodium core about 5µm in diameter. Where the loop is formed, the silver
is etched away and the platinum wire is revealed over a length of about 150µm. The probe,
schematically depicted in figure 3.7, is usually attached to a scanning force microscope.
A mirror is cemented to the cantilever arms to reflect a laser beam onto a photodiode, so
that the cantilever deflection may be sensed.

In addition to the force feedback, the thermal probe can be used with temperature feed-
back (”active” operation), or without (”passive”, i.e. open loop operation). Accordingly
there are two principal ways of obtaining a thermal image:

• constant temperature mode, requiring temperature feedback, with self-heating;

• constant current mode, in which a small current is passed through the probe which
then acts as a thermometer.

With active self-heating (constant temperature mode), the thermal element is used as a
resistive heater, where the probe then forms one of the legs of a Wheatstone bridge. The
Wheatstone circuit uses a feedback loop to adjust the bridge voltage as necessary to keep
the bridge balanced, thus keeping the temperature of the probe constant. As the probe
contacts the sample surface, heat flows from the probe to the sample. Without a feedback,
this heat flow will reduce the probe temperature, decreasing its resistance and causing a
shift in the bridge balance. The feedback now senses this shift and increases the voltage
applied to the bridge. This in turn increases the resistive heating of the probe, returning
its resistance to the set point. The contrast in the thermal image is created by monitoring
variations of the bridge voltage due to variations of the heat flow out of the probe while it
is scanned at constant force. The flow of heat is affected by several factors including the
contact area of the probe, the temperature difference between probe and sample, and the
local thermal conductivity of the sample.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic plot of the energy states for light scattering. νE denotes the fre-
quency of the incident light, νi is the frequency of the lattice (phonon). In the
case of resonant-Raman-scattering the enforced oscillations have to be replaced
by an excited electronic state.

3.6 Setup for Raman microscopy measurements

If light impinges onto a material, a small part of it is scattered towards all directions
sidewards to the incident light beam, even if the material is transparent. This can be
explained by an enforced vibration of the electrons caused by the light. The electrons lose
the so absorbed energy by emitting radiation in all spatial directions. The biggest part
of this scattered light has the same frequency as the impinging irradiation. This elastic
scattering process is the so called Rayleigh-scattering. It can also happen, although with
a much smaller probability, that inelastic scattering occurs and a part of the absorbed
energy is used to excite lattice vibrations (phonons). The remaining scattered light now
has a lower frequency than the incident one. This is the so called Raman-Stokes-scattering.

If excited phonons already are available in a material, they can lose energy by trans-
ferring a part of it to the incoming light. Then of course the scattered light has a higher
energy (frequency) than the irradiated one. Because these spectral lines do not follow
Stokes’ rules they are known as anti-Stokes-Raman-scattering:

hν ′ = hνE Rayleigh-scattering (3.12)

hν ′ = h(νE − νi) Raman-Stokes-scattering (3.13)

hν ′ = h(νE + νi) Raman-anti-Stokes-scattering. (3.14)

Here νE is the frequency of the incident light, ν ′ the frequency of the scattered light, νi
the phonon frequency and h Planck’s quantum of action. Figure 3.8 gives a comprehensive
overview of the three types of scattering mechanisms and their energy transitions.

The polarizability α is a parameter describing the ability to polarize a material. Together
with the field intensity E of an external electrical field it determines the induced electric
dipole moment µ:

µ = α · E. (3.15)
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3.6 Setup for Raman microscopy measurements

It is oscillating in an external field following the relation [79]

µ = α0E0 cos 2πνEt+
E0Qi

2

∂α

∂qi
[cos 2π(νE − νi)t+ cos 2π(νE + νi)t] , (3.16)

α0 = polarizability in the position of equilibrium

νE = frequency of the exciting light

νi = phonon frequency

qi = normal coordinate that changes according to: qi = Qi cos 2πνit

consisting of three superposed frequencies νE , νE − νi and νE + νi, corresponding to
the Rayleigh-scattering and both types of Raman-scattering. Equation (3.16) shows that
the intensity of the Raman-scattering depends on the fraction ∂α

∂qi
. That means Raman-

scattering only occurs if this ratio is non-zero, or, in other words, if the polarizability
changes periodically during the lattice oscillation. Those oscillations that do not fulfil this
condition are Raman-inactive.

The assumptions made above hold for transparent materials only where absorption is
not taken into account. In this case most of the incident light passes through the material
while only a small fraction is scattered, most of it due to Rayleigh-scattering. If now the
material absorbs light it consumes a lot more energy because electrons are excited into
higher energy levels. The energy transitions are the same as shown in figure 3.8, but
with the big difference that now the absorption of a photon with the energy hνE is not
used to enforce an oscillation of a virtual state but to lift the electrons into an excited
real state. The spectrum of the emitted light is the same as a usual Raman-spectrum,
but because the process of energy-absorption and -emission is due to electron-excitation,
different selection rules may be valid in the case of the resonant-Raman-spectrum. The
theoretical treatment of resonant-Raman-scattering is very complicated and definitely goes
beyond the scope of this work. One should mention that the biggest differences to the
normal Raman-spectrum is the much higher intensity of the resonant-Raman-spectrum (a
few orders of magnitude).

Typically only about 10−6% of the photons are Raman scattered. This is the reason why
Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman only discovered the effect five years after Adolf Smekal
predicted it in 1923 [80]. The difference in energy of incident and scattered photon results
in a difference in frequency. This can be measured in a so called Raman microscope.
Traditionally a Raman-spectrum is given in wavenumbers related to those of the incoming
light, i.e. as a difference between the actual wavenumber of the Raman-scattered light and
that of the incident light. As a result one automatically obtains the quantity of interest,
namely the oscillation frequency of the lattice in wavenumbers. They can be gained as a
result from the ratio between the frequency ν and the speed of light c:

ν̃ =
ν

c
=

1

λ
. (3.17)

Here λ denotes the wavelength. In general the unit of the wavenumber ν̃ is chosen to be
cm−1.

Figure 3.9 shows a schematic plot of the inVia Raman Microscope from the company
Renishaw used here. The shift in frequency (Raman-shift) is measured in wavenumbers
relative to the laser-frequency (the wavenumber of the laser is set to zero). To guaran-
tee this for each of the three available lasers (633 nm, 532 nm and 325 nm) special filters
are employed that absorb almost the entire incoming light in a range of about 100 cm−1
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3 Characterization methods
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Figure 3.9: Scheme of the experimental setup for raman microscopy measurements (pro-
vided by Renishaw plc.).

around its frequency. Furthermore, laser specific tilted mirrors, slit calibrations, collima-
tors and diffraction gratings are automatically selected and controlled by the software.
With manual settings and the so called NExT filter set however, it is possible to detect a
Raman-shift of approximately 10 cm−1. All the filters used transmit Stokes scattered light
only, which is of longer wavelength than the laser light. After the diffraction grating the
light is focused on a CCD camera for digital analysis. In addition, the system can be also
used to acquire photoluminescence spectra. In combination with a x-y-z stage a mapping
across the sample surface of the Raman- or PL-intensity can be performed with a very
high spatial resolution of about 5µm1.

1The limiting factor of the spatial resolution is the spot size of the laser and not the driving accuracy of
the x-y-z stage, which is about 100 nm.
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4 Sample preparation

In the following sections, first the sample preparation procedure, namely the self-aligned
pattern transfer, will be described. Then it will be shown, how the properties of the
interface depend on variation of the process parameters, and which degrees of freedom one
has when using this preparation method. Finally, possible variations and extensions of
the technique will be pointed out. It should be noted that the process has been tailored
to conductive oxide thin films, but is in principle transferable to other thin film materials.

4.1 Self-aligned pattern transfer process

Figure 4.1 shows a somewhat idealized process flow. It starts with the blanket deposition
of material A by virtually any thin film deposition method onto a substrate (a). The
sample is then coated with photoresist, which is exposed (b) and developed (c). The
photoresist masking layer is then used for subtractive patterning of material A, e. g. by
wet chemical etching or by ion beam etching (d). Additionally, the photoresist masking
serves as a lift-off mask in the subsequent additive patterning of material B, consisting of
the two steps of thin film deposition (e) and the final lift-off of superfluous material B by
dissolving the photoresist masking (f).

In panels (b) and (c) of figure 4.1, the assumption has been made that a positive photore-
sist is used, i. e. a photoresist whose exposed portions are removed during development.

thin film

substrate

MBE, CVD or RF sputter-
ring with material A

resist

photomask

UV light After developing

After etching RF sputtering
with material B After lift-off

A A AB B

(a) (b) (c)

(f)(e)(d)

wet chemical ion beam

Figure 4.1: Lateral patterning of alternating films of two materials by self-aligned pattern
transfer.
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4 Sample preparation

(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)

40 µm 40 µm 40 µm 40 µm 40 µm

Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the five different interface shapes designed for this work:
(a) straight interfaces, (b) teeth in-phase, (c) teeth in counter-phase, (d) wavy
and (e) toothed interfaces with constant distance. The length of a tooth is
typically in the order of 5µm, the pitch (center-to-center-distance of the con-
ducting bars of the same material) in the order of 40µm. The lower images
are optical micrographs of the pattern transferred into the photoresist after
the development step (step (c) of figure 4.1).

As we will see, negative resists can be used as well. In this case, the transparent and
opaque structures on the photomask have to be reversed.

The parts of the thin film of material A that are not covered by the patterned photoresist
masking are now removed by etching. The etching method may be either wet chemical
etching or any of the wide variety of dry etching methods, such as ion beam etching or
reactive ion etching. In the selection of the etching method, especially two properties have
to be considered. Firstly, the different etching methods differ in their selectivity, that is
the ratio of the etching rate of the thin film (that is to be etched) and of the resist masking
(which, ideally, should not be etched at all). Secondly, the different etching methods will
deliver differing degrees of anisotropy. In the case of wet chemical etching, and assuming
that the thin film will be polycrystalline or at best oligocrystalline, etching will be isotropic,
i. e., the rate at which the thin film is being removed in horizontal direction will be equal
to the etching rate in vertical direction [81]. Ion-beam etching, on the other hand, can
deliver a certain degree of anisotropy, resulting in steep sidewalls of the etched film and
a low degree of underetching (removal of material covered by the resist masking). The
different idealized shapes of the etched thin film are shown in panel (d) of figure 4.1.

The selectivity of the resist masking can be improved by a hardbake procedure, in
which the developed sample is heated up to a temperature slightly below the glass point
of the resist. Temperature control must be precise, because at a temperature even slightly
too high, the resist masking may lose its shape, resulting in a failure of the remaining
processing steps.

While the deposition method for material A can be practically any of the multitude
of methods available for thin films, including the vast class of chemical vapor deposition
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4.2 Freedom of pattern choice and limitations
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Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of the positioning and orientation of alternating conduc-
tor bar structures between the electrical contact bars (to the left and right,
respectively).

(CVD) methods or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the deposition method for material B
has to be compatible with the resist masking still present at this step in the process flow
(panel (e) of figure 4.1). Namely, the temperature at the sample surface has to remain
below the glass point temperature of the photoresist, which usually means a maximum
temperature in the range between 120 ◦C and about 200 ◦C, depending on the precise type
of resist used. This excludes all CVD and MBE methods and leaves only physical vapor
deposition methods (PVD) available. These may be evaporation coating, pulsed laser
deposition, or a variety of sputter coating methods. In the experimental work presented
here, material B was always deposited by sputter coating. The advantages of sputter
coating compared to evaporation coating are that the resulting films will have a higher
degree of crystallinity and that it tends to give a better coverage of sidewalls (conformal
coating) than does evaporation coating. This is important since it is usually desirable
that the vertical sidewalls of material A are in contact to material B. The coverage of
the sidewalls may, however, not be too high, since that would result in a covering of the
sidewalls of the resist masking as well, and that would prevent the solvent in the lift-off
step (panel (f) of figure 4.1) from reaching and hence dissolving the photoresist. The
solvent has to be chosen for good selectivity to the thin film materials and can be either
a general purpose solvent as acetone, or, especially in the case of hardbaked photoresist,
a special organic solvent known as “remover”.

4.2 Freedom of pattern choice and limitations

The interface shape on a length scale larger than the wavelength of light may be chosen
rather arbitrarily. This is demonstrated by the five different interface shapes which were
realized and which are shown schematically in figure 4.2. The lower images show optical
micrographs of the interface structures transferred into photoresist after the development
step. It can be seen that defining these interface shapes on the length scale of a few
micrometers can be easily done. Many of the results discussed in the following are based
on samples where pattern (d), a wavy interface shape, was used. The alternating bars
of the two conductors were designed to cover an area of 5× 5 mm2 between two contact
bars each 1 mm wide and extending over the 5 mm perpendicular to the direction of elec-
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4 Sample preparation

(a) Atomic force micrograph.

(b) Atomic force micrograph.

(c) Atomic force micrograph.

Figure 4.4: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of etched edges of three ZnO thin
films. The images (a) and (b) show a sputtered (a) and an MBE grown (b)
film after pattern transfer and wet chemical etching. Image c) shows an AFM
image of a sputtered ZnO film after pattern transfer by ion beam etching: The
different edge morphologies can be clearly distinguished (images from [82]).
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4.2 Freedom of pattern choice and limitations

material
A

material
B

Figure 4.5: Scanning electron micrographs (zoom-in series) of a sample with MBE-grown
ZnO (material A) and Ga-doped ZnO (material B), processed using positive
photoresist and wet chemical etching. The wavy structures extending over the
sample surface are remnants of the sputter coated ZnO layer that had been
deposited on the resist sidewalls and hence were not removed in the lift-off
step.

trical transport. Two orientations of the interfaces to the direction of current flow were
implemented, as shown in figure 4.3.

The pitch of the conducting bars, or, in other words, their packing density are limited
(among others) by the thickness of the thin film of material A. Since, as mentioned above,
wet chemical etching is in many cases nearly perfectly isotropic, the resulting distance
between two conductor bar edges at the end of the process flow has to be at least more
than twice the thickness of the thin film. If the structures were too close together, they
would either not be separated in the depth of the film (on the surface of the substrate), or
they would be damaged at the film surface once etching has been performed long enough
to separate the conducting parts. It should be kept in mind that in order to ensure
process safety, given a slight uncertainty in actual etching rates, etching always has to
be carried out for slightly more than the minimum time required theoretically (so-called
“overetching”).

The etching rate will, among others, depend on the crystallinity of the material being
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4 Sample preparation

etched. This means that the etching rate of material A will depend on whether it has been
deposited with a method like MBE, which gives a high degree of crystallinity and usually
lower etching rates, or sputter deposition, which leads to polycrystalline material of smaller
crystals and a higher etching rate, because etching along the grain boundaries is faster
than etching of individual grains. As a second-order effect, the morphology of the etched
edge will depend on the deposition method as well. In the case of polycrystalline samples
grown predominantly in vertical direction, the conductor edge will be lined with vertical
isolated columns, whereas the etched edge of an oligocrystalline film will tend to be rather
smooth. Figure 4.4 depicts AFM images of etched edges of three ZnO thin films. The
images (a) and (c) are of sputtered ZnO films etched by wet chemical and ion beam etching,
respectively. Image (b) shows an AFM image of a MBE grown ZnO film after wet chemical
etching: The different edge morphologies can be clearly distinguished. The combination
of wet chemical etching and granular sputtered material yields a nanostructured interface
region with columns of original material protruding the closed interface. In contrast ion
beam etching of sputtered material yields comparatively sharp interfaces with rather steep
edges. Wet-chemical etching of epitaxial MBE-grown ZnO shows a closed surface of the
edges, but with a smoother slope than for ion beam etching.

For material B, an upper limit of the film thickness is given by a certain fraction of
the thickness of material A. If this fraction exceeds a value of around 3

4 , the conformal
coating of the resist sidewalls will prevent a succesful lift-off of material B. While the
upper limit of the film thickness is governed by the pattern transfer process as described
above, the lower limit of the film thickness is given by the requirement that the film has
to be continuous. The limit at which a film becomes continuous varies with the deposition
method, and in general, higher deposition temperatures require a larger film thickness to
pass the threshold to continuity. Evaporation coating can result in continuous films for
thicknesses as low as 10 nm [83], while for sputter deposition of conducting oxides, the
limit is in the order of 50 nm. In addition, a certain minimal film thickness is desirable
since the conductivity, which, in first order, is inversely proportional to the film thickness,
should not be too low for transport properties to be reliably measurable.

4.3 Control over the interface properties

In this section different combinations of process parameters, namely of the resist and
the etching method used will be discussed, the resulting interface morphologies will be
presented and the properties will be correlated to the preparation process in order to
demonstrate the range over which the interface properties can be controlled and tuned.

Very often interfaces with point-wise contacts are obtained. Two examples are
shown in figures 4.5 and 4.6 which were obtained using different photoresists and wet
chemical etching. In the first case material A consists of a ZnO layer with a thickness of
200 nm, grown by molecular beam epitaxy on top of a 300µm thick sapphire substrate.
Photolithography was first performed with a 1.5µm thick layer of positive photoresist
(ma-P 1215 from micro resist technology, Berlin). Exposure was done with a UV broad-
band source in a Suss MA 56 mask aligner at doses of 67.2 mJ cm−2 at 365 nm wavelength
and 122.4 mJ cm−2 at 405 nm wavelength. The resist was developed in ma-D 331 devel-
oper (also from micro resist technology, Berlin) for 15 s and hardbaked for 90 minutes
in a convection oven. The zinc oxide was wet chemically etched in a mixture of 84 %
orthophosphoric acid (H3PO4), 100 % acetic acid (C2H4O2), and water (H2O) in a ratio
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4.3 Control over the interface properties

material 
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material 
B

Figure 4.6: Scanning electron micrographs (zoom-in) of a sample with sputter deposited
ZnO (material A) and sputter deposited Cu2O (material B), processed using
negative photoresist and wet chemical etching. The point-wise contacts (circled
in the right image) had a density of approximately one per 10µm of interface
length.

of 1:1:100 parts by volume [84]. Etch end detection could be performed by monitoring the
electrical resistance in situ, since ZnO is intrinsically electrically conducting. As material
B, a 150 nm thick layer of Ga-doped ZnO was deposited by radio frequency (RF) sputter
coating. This thickness is very close to the limit imposed by the requirement that lift-off
still has to be possible. For a successful lift-off, the solvent bath had to be heated to 50 ◦C,
and ultrasonic excitation had to be applied to the bath.

Figure 4.5 shows a series of scanning electron micrographs of a sample processed in
the way described. At high magnification, the point-wise nature of the contact along the
interface is clearly visible. The remnants of the Ga-doped ZnO due to incomplete lift-off
(so-called “garden fences”, resulting from material deposited on the resist sidewalls) had
no influence on the electrical transport properties.

A point-wise contact along the interface similar to that in figure 4.5 can also be achieved
using negative instead of positive photoresist. The substrate in this experiment was glass,
and material A was a thin layer of sputter deposited ZnO. The negative resist ma-N 1420
(again from micro resist technology, Berlin) was spincoated to a thickness of approximately
2µm and exposed using the same UV broadband source mentioned above with doses of
560 mJ cm−2 at 365 nm wavelength and 1002 mJ cm−2 at 405 nm wavelength. The most
important parameter is the development time, since this time determines the width of
the undercut profile in the developed resist. A development time of 65 s in the developer
ma-D 533S (from the same supplier) resulted in an undercut of approximately 0.6µm [85].
Again, hardbake has to be subject to tight temperature control in order to preserve the
undercut profile. The ZnO was wet chemically etched as in the experiments with positive
photoresist detailed above. Copper-I-oxide (Cu2O) was sputter coated on the surface. The
hardbaked negative resist could not be removed with acetone, so the lift-off was carried
out using the specially formulated remover mR-rem 660 (from the same supplier) under
ultrasonic excitation. The scanning electron microscopic characterization of the resulting
interface, cf. figure 4.6, shows the point-wise nature of the contact, with a contact density
of about one per 10µm of interface length. Using extreme undercut profiles allows one
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material
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Figure 4.7: Scanning electron micrographs (zoom-in series) of a sample with CVD-grown
ZnO (material A) and Ga-doped ZnO (material B), processed using negative
photoresist and wet chemical etching. The undercut of the negative resist was
tuned to around 2µm by extending the development time to 120 s, resulting
in a well-defined gap along the entire length of the interface.

to separate materials A and B by a gap. Such interfaces with a gap can be obtained
using the same preparation of material A as described in figure 4.6, but extending the
development time to 120 s. This creates a rather extreme undercut of approximately
2.1µm [85]. Exposure doses in this case were 504 mJ cm−2 (365 nm) and 918 mJ cm−2

(405 nm). Material B again was a 150 nm thick layer of Ga-doped ZnO deposited by RF
sputter coating. Lift-off was easily achieved for such a large undercut, and figure 4.7 shows
the resulting interface in a series of scanning electron micrographs. The isotropic character
of the wet chemical etching process in combination with the undercut profile of the resist
sidewalls prevents the creation of interfaces with continuous contact.

Continuous almost ideal interfaces can be obtained by using ion beam etch-
ing (IBE) instead of wet chemical etching as the dry etching avoids an undercut profile.
In IBE, chemically inert ions (Ar+ in our case) are accelerated by a voltage of several hun-
dred volts (in our case 700 V in a Kaufman source at a current density of 190µA cm−2)
and directed onto the sample, resulting in a material removal caused by physical effects
(“bombardment”) with a certain degree of anisotropy. The etching rate of ZnO under
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Figure 4.8: Scanning electron micrographs (zoom-in series) of a sample with CVD-grown
ZnO (material A) and Ga-doped ZnO (material B), processed using positive
photoresist and ion beam etching. Some remnants of material B are visible,
indicating imperfect lift-off. The two materials are in electrical contact along
the entire length of the interface.

these conditions is approximately 30 nm min−1. Alternating etching cycles of no more
than 3 minutes and cooling cycles had to be employed to avoid excessive heating of the
sample by the ion beam.

The result of a process flow with CVD-grown ZnO (material A), positive photoresist,
ion beam etching, and sputter deposited ZnO (material B) is shown in figure 4.8. Positive
photoresist was used here since in general it provides less undercut than negative resist,
which obviously is advantageous for a continuous interface. Lift-off could be achieved with
heated acetone under strong ultrasonic excitation. As can be seen in figure 4.8, the two
materials are in contact along the entire interface, i. e., the combination of photoresist
processing and thin film etching-method approaches a nearly perfect interface.

In combination with the self-aligned patterning process it is even possible to achieve
controlled structure definition of interface regions on the sub-micrometer scale .
Here, the possibilities are manifold and one example will be discussed briefly.

For example, this may be achieved by making use of the properties of wet etching in
sputter deposited oxide layers. The grain structure of the oxide thin films is columnar
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Figure 4.9: Scanning electron micrographs of a wet chemically etched layer of ZnO:Al.
The four images show samples after different steps of the processing: After wet
chemical etching (upper left), after second lithography and sputter deposition
(upper right), after lift-off (lower left), and a magnification of the resulting
interface (lower right). The roughness of the edge is predominantly caused by
the crystallinity of the material and is on the order of a few tens to about one
hundred nanometers.

with characteristic diameters of grain columns in the range of 50 to 100 nm. Wet chemical
etching proceeds faster along the grain boundaries than through the nanocrystalline grains,
resulting in an irregular array of freestanding nanocrystallites, often columnar in shape,
along the edge of the etched thin film, as shown in the SEM image of figure 4.9 (upper
left) and the AFM image in figure 4.4 (a). The width of this region is determined by
the characteristic radius of the columnar grains and the ratio of the etch rates along the
grain boundaries and through the bulk of the grains. The region can be created in a
single photolithography step. If the interfaces of a sputter deposited thin film of material
A are nanostructured this way, then using the structured film as a starting point of a
second lithography step followed by the self-aligned deposition of material B, allows one
to embed the nanostructures of material A in the interface region between A and B,
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(d)

(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 4.10: Interface morphologies realized by photolithography and self-aligned additive

pattern transfer by sputtering: Insulating gap along the length of the inter-
face (a), point-wise contacts along the length of the interface (b), continuous
electrical contact over the entire length of the interface (c), and controlled
interface structuring on the nanometer scale (d).

yielding a defined interface region. The other SEM images of figure 4.9 depict different
steps of the processing. The magnification of the interface shows three distinct regions:
Region (i) is material B coming from the second sputter deposition. Region (ii) is the
nanostructured interface, where both materials are on top of each other. In region (iii)
material A can be seen. This is the region which was protected by the resist (compare
upper right image of figure 4.9) and is now uncovered after the lift-off.

Figure 4.10 summarizes schematically the four types of interface morphologies realized
by photolithography and self-aligned additive pattern transfer by sputtering. The self-
aligned pattern transfer method has the potential to be integrated into extended and more
complex process schemes, to even achieve controlled interface structuring on the nanometer
scale. Furthermore it could be shown how a variety of morphologies of the interface
between two conducting oxides can be created by a single photolithography process and
subsequent self-aligned pattern transfer. The choice of the process parameters allows
one to adjust the morphology of the interfaces ranging from almost ideal interfaces via
interfaces with point-wise contacts to interfaces with a gap of controlled width, even below
the resolution limit of the photolithographic process step. This is one of the characteristic
features of self-aligned pattern transfer.
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5 Theoretical background

As indicated above in the introduction, the transport results presented here are affected
by the sum of many different contributions arising from the microscopic, the mesoscopic,
and macroscopic structure, respectively. It is obvious that a single theory is not able
to describe all the phenomena completely. Therefore an interplay of different theoretical
approaches is required, to peoperly describe the ongoing physics on the different length
scales. As will be seen in the following, the transport coefficients of interest, namely the
Seebeck coefficient S, the electrical conductivity σ as well as the thermal conductivity κ,
are measured for different materials (ZnO, ZnS) which were grown by various methods
(MBE, CVD, sputter deposition) and structured with different patterns and on various
length scales. At an atomistic level surely ab initio calculations using density functional
theory are an adequate tool to start with. At this length scale the transport across an
interface, e.g. between two ZnO grains of a sputtered ZnO layer can be considered as
coherent in the vicinity of the interface between clusters. Of course, the transport at a
mesoscopic length scale, e.g. within such a ZnO grain is to be treated diffusively. For a
macroscopic description of the sample the findings on the microscopic level can serve as
input parameters for a network model approach.

5.1 Thermoelectric transport parameters within the Boltzmann
regime

There are several effects that contribute to the thermal conductivity in a solid i.e. an
electronic contribution due to the free carriers and a lattice contribution due to phonons,
κ = κlat +κel. Let us consider the phonon contribution first. With increasing temperature
T the vibrations of the crystal atoms, i.e. the occupation of the vibrational states with
phonons, also increase. If a temperature gradient is applied across the sample, phonons
from the hot side cause a transport of heat to the cold side. If the temperature is very
low, only acoustic phonons with a long wavelength, i.e. a low energy and k-vectors at
the center of the Brillouin-zone, are excited. In this regime the thermal conductivity is
proportional to the specific heat CV. Together with the Debye approximation [86] one
obtains a T 3 dependence:

κlat ∝ CV = 9NkB

(
T

θD

)3

fD

(
θD

T

)
. (5.1)

N is the number of atoms and kB is the Boltzmann-constant. The function fD

(
θD
T

)
is

defined as:

fD

(
θD

T

)
=

∫ θD/T

0

x4 · ex

(ex − 1)2
dx. (5.2)

In real lattices the temperatures where one can find a pure T 3-dependence are often below
T = θD/50, with θD as the Debye-temperature [87].
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5 Theoretical background

At high temperatures (T > θD) phonons at higher frequencies and higher k-vectors
|~k| / π/a are excited. Here due to phonon-phonon interaction three-phonon processes,
the so called Umklapp-processes [88] occur, which reduce the thermal conductivity of the
lattice as the phonon resulting in the scatter process has a momentum vector k pointing
towards the hot side, i.e. is effectively back scattered. An Umklapp-process occurs if the
momenta of two interacting phonons are so large, that the resulting total momentum is
outside the first Brillouin-zone. Due to symmetry considerations the momentum reduced
by a reciprocal lattice vector of the resulting phonon lies within the first Brillouin-zone
and possesses opposite direction than the sum of the momenta of the two interacting
phonons. The more Umklapp-processes take place, the more the heat transport is hin-
dered. The collision frequency of a given phonon on the other hand is proportional to the
number of phonons, it can collide with. From this it follows that the mean free path of
phonons is proportional to 1/T , which was firstly discovered by Eucken in 1911 [89]. For
lower temperatures the number of phonons with high energies 1/2kBθD suitable to cause
Umklapp-processes decreases. So, in this regime, the thermal conductivity decreases ac-

cording to the Boltzmann factor e
θD
2T .

The second contribution is the heat transport via charge carriers. The Wiedemann-
Franz law [4] correlates thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity of the charge
carriers

κel

σ
= LT, (5.3)

where the Lorenz number L can be generally defined via Fermi-Dirac integrals [90]:

L =

(
kB
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)2
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−

[
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2)Fr+1/2(η)

]2
 (5.4)

with

Fi(η) =

∫ ∞
0

Eif0(E)dE. (5.5)

Here f0 is the Fermi-distribution function, η is the reduced Fermi energy and r is the
scattering parameter. For many metals and highly degenerate semiconductors the Lorenz
number has the value L = 2.45 ·10−8 WΩK−2. In non-degenerately doped semiconductors
the thermal conductivity via phonons is much larger than via charge carriers because their
number is too low. For metals the situation is reversed. Because of the numerous free
charge carriers the thermal conductivity of metals is very high.

For a thermoelectric application a good electrical and a small thermal conductivity is
desired. Depending on the considered temperature range, both types of heat transfer have
a different fraction of the resulting thermal conductivity. In semiconductors the lattice
thermal conductivity κlat is dominant in the low temperature regime, while with increasing
carrier concentration the electrical part of the heat transfer κel becomes more important.

In the following the derivation of the Seebeck coefficient S, the electrical part of the
thermal conductivity κel, and the specific electrical conductivity σ is briefly described.
The theory is well known and the interested reader can find it in more detail in the
thermoelectric literature [91, 92].

To determine the thermoelectric transport coefficients, one assumes a perturbation of
the charge carrier distribution f(E) through an electric field and a temperature gradient.
For simplicity we consider a crystal with a parabolic energy band having only one type of
charge carriers of energy E. The charge carrier distribution can then be described with
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5.1 Thermoelectric transport parameters within the Boltzmann regime

the Boltzmann equation. The equation assumes an equilibrium between effects caused by
the electric field and scattering processes between the charge carriers:

f(E)− f0(E)

τe
= −~k′∂f(E)

∂~k
− ~r ′∂f(E)

∂~r
. (5.6)

In equation (5.6) f is the disturbed and f0 the undisturbed distribution function. τe is
the relaxation time of the charge carriers between the scattering processes. The relation
between the energy dependence of the relaxation time and the scattering coefficient r is
τe = τ0E

r. ~k and ~r are the wave vector and the position vector of the charge carriers,
respectively. Now one can calculate the Boltzmann equation for a temperature gradient
and an electric field, assuming an isotropic solid and that the field and the temperature
gradient follow one direction. Furthermore the perturbation is considered to be very small:

|f − f0| � f0. (5.7)

The result of this calculation serves as an input for the equations of the electric current
density j and the heat current density q. The electric current density j is defined as

j = ∓
∫ ∞

0
evf(E)g(E)dE. (5.8)

In the following, if two signs are present, the upper one holds for electrons and the lower
one for holes. g(E) is the density of states, e the elementary charge and v the velocity of
the charge carriers. The equation for the heat current density q is

q =

∫ ∞
0

v(E − EF)f(E)g(E)dE, (5.9)

where EF is the Fermi energy. The expression E − EF describes the energy that is tran-
ported by the charge carriers. After the implementation of the Boltzmann equation with
perturbation ansatz the resulting expressions for the electric current density and heat
current density are indicated with j = j∗ and q = q∗, respectively.

To get an expression for the specific electrical conductivity one can use the relation

σ = ∓ j∗ · e
∂EF/∂x

(5.10)

where, in the resulting equation, the temperature gradient is set to zero.
For the calculation of the Seebeck coefficients and the electronic part of the thermal
conductivity one can use the expressions

S =
∂EF/∂x

e(∂T/∂x)
(5.11)

and

κel = −q∗
(
∂T

∂x

)
. (5.12)

The Seebeck coefficient and the thermal conductivity are determined with the restriction
that no current is applied. Hence the expression for the electric current density j∗ is set
to zero.
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5 Theoretical background

The most elegant way to describe the three thermoelectric transport coefficients S, σ
and κel is via the so called general transport coefficients Kx. Depending on the value of x
the value of Kx changes according to the fomula

Kx =
8π

3

(
2

h2

)3/2

(m∗)1/2Tτ0(x+ r + 3/2)(kBT )x+r+3/2Fx+r+1/2. (5.13)

The Fermi integral is defined as follows:

Fn(ξ) =

∫ ∞
0

ξnf0(ξ)dξ, (5.14)

with ξ = E/(kBT ) as the reduced energy. m∗ is the effective mass of the charge carriers.
The thermoelectric transport coefficients can now be expressed via the general coefficients
as follows:

σ =
e2

T
K0, (5.15)

S = ± 1

eT

(
EF −

K1

K0

)
, (5.16)

and

κel =
1

T 2

(
K2 −

K2
1

K0

)
. (5.17)

To determine S for non-degenerate semiconductors, EF � kBT is assumed, i. e. the Fermi
energy is far away from the conduction band edge. With the corresponding Fermi integral
it is then possible to determine the general transport coefficients and hence the Seebeck
coefficient. One obtains

S = ±kB

e

[
η −

(
r +

5

2

)]
, (5.18)

with η = EF/(kBT ) being the reduced Fermi energy.

5.2 Transport across an interface

To calculate the transport across interfaces that occur e.g. between grains of sputtered
ZnO an effective model is described which was developed by Heiliger et. al. [22, 93].
The input parameters of this model can be obtained by ab initio calculations. For the
potential profile across a grain boundary a so called back-to-back Schottky barrier is
often used in the literature [94]. Basically this model assumes that there are additional
electronic interface states in the bandgap available. In the case of n-type ZnO (or any
other n-type semiconductor) these states can be filled with electrons from donor levels. As
a consequence the space-charge region directly at the interface will be negatively charged,
whilst the vicinity on both sides of the interface will be charged positively. The resulting
profile of the potential at the grain boundary is shown on top of figure 5.1. As indicated
in the figure the structure can be divided into three different regions: The small (yellow)
region of the interface has a high negative space-charge, the larger (blue) region has a low
positive space-charge, and a large (green) undisturbed region of the grains. The total net
charge of the system is zero. Because of the space charges n(x) a potential barrier builds
up that can be determined by solving the Poisson equation

∇(εr(x)∇V (x)) =
e · n(x)

ε0
. (5.19)
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Figure 5.1: Visualisation of the geometry of the considered structure (bottom). The ac-
tual interface with its space-charge region is marked yellow. The blue region
surrounding it corresponds to the positive space-charge of the grains. The
undisturbed parts of the grains are marked green. (image after [93]). The
corresponding potential profile (top) in the vicinity of such an interface is
represented by the blue curve. The underlying space-charge distribution is
indicated by the red curve.

Here εr(x) is the dielectric constant, which depends on the space coordinate if different
materials are involved. The lower scheme shows the basic idea of the model: For the two
directions parallel to the interface a quasi-one-dimensional model is used to describe a
layered structure with periodic boundary conditions. In the direction perpendicular to
the interface a scattering region is assumed (the grain boundary) that is connected to the
semi-infinite grain. The spatial variation caused by the interface needs to be considered in
the band structure calculations where an effective mass model is assumed. For the other
two directions corresponding parabolic bands are chosen. To calculate ballistic transport
through the interface the nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) method is applied [95–
97]. For the calculation of the current it is necessary to take the coupling of the scattering
region to the semi-infinite leads into account. This is done by adding two self-energies,
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5 Theoretical background

Σl and Σr, to the one-band effective mass Hamiltonian H. The Green’s function is then
calculated by

G(E) = (E −H − Σl − Σr)
−1, (5.20)

where E is the transport energy. For the one dimensional transmission probability one
obtains

T (E) = Tr
(

Γl(E)G(E)Γr(E)G(E)†
)
, (5.21)

where Γl and Γr are the imaginary parts of the left and the right self-energies, respectively.
In three dimensions only a fraction of the total energy is available to pass the barrier.
This causes a change in the transmission function which has to be considered during the
calculation [98]. The current is now given using the well known Landauer formula [95, 96]

I =
e

h

∫
T (E)(fl(E,µl, Tl)− fr(E,µr, Tr)), (5.22)

if the transmission probabilty and the occupation functions of the left fl(E,µl, Tl) and
right fr(E,µr, Tr) leads are used. The correlation between the thermoelectric coefficients
electrical conductivity σ, Seebeck coefficient S and thermal conductivity κel (for zero
electric current) and the transmission function in the linear response regime is given as
follows [98–100]:

σ = (2q2/h)F0, (5.23)

S = [kB/(−q)]
F1

F0
, (5.24)

κel = (TL2k2
B/h)F2 − F 2

1 /F0, (5.25)

where

Fj =

∫ +∞

−∞

(
E − EF
kBTL

)j
T (E)

(
−∂f0

∂E

)
dE (5.26)

with T (E) being the transmission.

Phonon transport across the interface of two materials To calculate the ballistic
phonon transport it is necessary to know the equilibrium positions of the atoms and the
interatomic force constants (ifcs) between them. These may be derived using the ABINIT
program package [101], that is based on density functional theory (DFT). The results of
the DFT calculation can be used in an atomistic Green’s function (AGF) to obtain the
density of states as well as the transmission function. The thermal conductance is obtained
within the linear response regime. The AGF approach is a suitable method to calculate
ballistic phonon transport since the results in literature [102–105] show good agreement
with experiment. Next to this other models are used to calculate phonon transport but
they give only an approximative description of it because they do not take into account
the structure of the interface. These are the acoustic mismatch model (AMM), which is
only valid for long wavelength phonons and the diffusive mismatch model (DMM), that
assumes diffuse scattering at the interface [106].

The first part of the calculation, as mentioned above, is to find the equilibrium positions
of the atoms and to determine the interatomic force constants. This approach is just
shortly outlined here. More details can be found in references [107] and [108].

In order to calculate the ifcs the package ABINIT [101] can be used. This code is based
on DFT and can be used with a pseudopotential method and a plane-wave expansion.
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5.2 Transport across an interface

For the exchange correlation potential, the local density approximation (LDA) is applied.
The pseudopotentials are represented in the Troullier-Martins scheme [109]. The code
uses a perturbation method to calculate the dynamical matrix on a discrete grid in the
Brillouin zone. The use of a perturbation method avoids the use of super cells. Then the
ifcs can be obtained by a discrete inverse Fourier transformation of the discrete dynamical
matrix. Knowing the ifcs the dynamical matrix can be calculated for the entire Brillouin
zone. Furthermore, also based on the same perturbation method, the code can be used
to calculate the dielectric permittivity tensor and the Born effective charges. Knowing
the dielectric permittivity and the Born effective charges the ifcs can be decomposed in a
long range part which describes the dipole-dipole interaction and a short range part which
describes the electronic contribution to the interaction.

The following part is supposed to outline the calculation of the transmission function
and the thermal conductance using the atomistic Green’s function, whereas the ifcs from
the first part are used to describe the interatomic potential. Here only the harmonic
part of the potential is considered. Basically the anharmonic effects can be considered by
introducing additional self-energies in the AGF method.

At the beginning the interactions of the atoms in the system need to be defined and
the harmonic matrix H needs to be set up. To describe the interactions the ifcs obtained
from ab initio calculations are used. So the interaction between atom µ and atom η is
represented by a 3× 3 matrix. The corresponding elements are:

Hµiηj =
1√

MµMη

kµiηj , (5.27)

where Mµ and Mη are the masses of the atoms. kµiηj is the force constant that describes
the impact on atom µ in direction i if atom η is dislocated in direction j and vice versa.
If there is periodicity in all three dimensions one can built the dynamical matrix which is
the Fourier transform of the harmonic matrix

D(~q) =
∑
~R

H(~R)e−i~q
~R. (5.28)

~R is a lattice vector in real space and H(~R) contains all interactions between cells that
are connected by ~R. The phonon dispersion relation can be obtained by the square root
of the eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix. The density of states can be calculated using
the Greens function of the system

G(ω) = (ω2I −H − ΣL − ΣR)−1, (5.29)

where ΣL and ΣR are the self energies for the left and right contact, respectively [110].
The self energies can be calculated using

ΣL = TLglT
†
L (5.30)

ΣR = TRgrT
†
R.

Knowing the average transmission one can calculate the total energy flux per unit area
J in the linear response

J =
1

2π

∫ ∞
0

~t(ω)
∂f(ω, T )

∂T
dω∆T , (5.31)
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where f(ω, T ) is the occupation function for the phonons.
The thermal conductance per unit area is defined as

κ =
J

∆T
=

1

2π

∫ ∞
0

~t(ω)
∂f(ω, T )

∂T
dω. (5.32)

If the exact structure of the interface is unknown one can estimate the interface conduc-
tance between material a and material b within the diffuse mismatch model [106]. For the
transmission function it is assumed that at the interfaces of the phonons lose memory of
their original state and are either scattered in material a or material b. The corresponding
probability is proportional to the transmission function of the bulk materials. The trans-
mission function is normalized such that for an interface between the same material the
overall transmission is 1/2 of the bulk transmission:

t(ω) =
ta(ω)tb(ω)

ta(ω) + tb(ω)
. (5.33)

ta(ω) and tb(ω) are the bulk transmission functions.
These considerations can now be used to estimate the influence of interfaces between

two different materials on the thermoelectric transport parameters on a microscopic level.
These calculations may then serve as empirical input parameters for a network model that
can simulate the macroscopic behaviour of a nanostructured sample.

5.3 The network model NeMo

As indicated above, the ab initio approaches are in principle restricted to microscopic
length scales. For a macroscopic treatment of a nanostructured material, a phenomeno-
logical resistor network model seems to be the right tool. Here the microscopic parameters
are treated as empirical parameters, meaning that they can be either implemented from
fitted experimental data or by using ab initio calculations.

To connect the locally varying thermal and electrical transport paramaters and hence
to describe the transport in the network, the model uses Kirchhoff’s laws. For this the
nanostrucuture to be investigated firstly needs to be mapped onto a resistance and See-
beck network. This is indicated in the figures 5.2 and 5.3. As can be seen, the superlattice
structure with interface roughness is only described in two dimensions, to keep the com-
putational effort low. If the third dimension is assumed to be a periodic crystal, this is
justified. Of course, the network model can be extended to the third dimension. In this
case the number of nearest neighbours of a given node has to be increased from four (in
2D) to six (in 3D). This becomes relevant e.g. in the case of percolation paths through
the sample, which have different critical thresholds in two- and three dimensions. Nev-
ertheless all formulas that are dicussed below are unaffected by the dimensionality. The
real macroscopic structure is translated into a pixel grid where microscopic features such
as grains or irregularities at the interfaces may occupy several pixels. Here the size of
one pixel has to be larger than the mean free paths of electrons and phonons, since the
model is based on diffusive transport. Depending on the particular situation, one has to
compromise between the edge length L of one pixel and still guaranteeing that L is larger
than the mean free paths of electrons and phonons to have the best resolution. Since
no exact formula exists, the optimum value of L cannot be simply derived. With the
resulting pixel grid three different networks can be set up: a thermal, an electric (both in
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bulk resistance real interface

additional interface
resistance

Figure 5.2: Scheme of the two dimensional network model for the electrical and thermal
transport simulation. One can see two different materials, consisting of red
and blue pixels of the same size, and the interface between them (big black
line). The gray lines are interfaces between grains. If an interface is present
between two nodes of the network the resulting resistance consists of two bulk
resistances and an additional interface resistance in series. This is indicated
in the magnification of a pixel centered around a node with the corresponding
four bulk resistances. If a real interface is located between two nodes of the
network, additional interface resistances are connected in series.

figure 5.2), and a Seebeck network (figure 5.3). To calculate the macroscopic transport
properties across the sample each network has two macroscopic contacts where electrical
voltages or external temperature differences can be applied.

Figure 5.3: Scheme of the two dimensional network model for the Seebeck simulation.
Again one can see two different materials. At interfaces there are two bulk
voltage sources and one interface voltage source each with an electric resistance
in series.

Now each pixel is centered around one node. For the thermal and electric network the
nodes are connected to the nearest neighbours via a resistance. This resistance can be
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varied by a sum of resistances accounting for a material dependent bulk-like resistance
and, if there is a microscopic interface present between two cells, also for an additional
interface resistance (cf. magnification in figure 5.2). The latter are introduced to account
for microscopic effects of the transport at interfaces such as phonon scattering, electron
tunneling, etc. and are incorporated into the network model by single numbers repre-
senting the findings from quantum physics calculations. This, at the first glance crude
approximation, however enables one to study the impact of these microscopic interface ef-
fects on the macroscopic transport coefficients S, σ, and κ of the underlying thermoelectric
composite material.

For the actual calculation of the total resistance and the local temperature or electric
potential differences of the thermal or electric network a nodal analysis is used employ-
ing Kirchhoff’s current law. The following equations are valid for the electric network
only. Those for the thermal network are basically the same, but instead of the electric
potentials ϕk, which can arbitrarily standardized, the absolute temperatures Tk are used.
Furthermore the electrical conductivities G are replaced by the thermal conductivities κ.
According to Kirchhoff’s law one obtains an expression for node k:

0 =
∑
l 6=k

Ik,l =
∑
l 6=k

[∆ϕk,l ·Gk,l + ik,l] (5.34)

=
∑
l 6=k

[(ϕk − ϕl) ·Gk,l + ik,l]

=
∑
l 6=k

ϕk ·Gk,l −
∑
l 6=k

ϕl ·Gk,l +
∑
l 6=k

ik,l

Here ∆ϕk,l is the voltage between the node k and l and Ik,l is the current from node k
to node l. Gk,l is the conductivity between node k and node l and is non-zero only when
k and l are nearest neighbours. ϕk(l) is the potential at the node k(l). The current from
node k to node l is induced by a current source between the nodes and is labelled with
ik,l. The current sources are necessary to simulate a current between the two macroscopic
contacts and hence to calculate the macroscopic resistance of the structure. Furthermore
they are used to implement the Seebeck voltage sources as current sources. To combine
the equations for all nodes one can write down a matrix equation:

Λ · ~ϕ =~i, (5.35)

where the elements of ~ϕ are the electric potentials ϕl and the conductivity matrix is given
by

Λk,l =


n∑

h=1;h6=k
Gk,h l = k

−Gk,l l 6= k.

(5.36)

The current vector ~i is determined by

ik =
∑
h6=k

ih,k. (5.37)

In order to really carry out the nodal analysis one has to set up the conductivity matrix
Λ and the current vector ~i and then solve the system of linear equations that is given by
equation (5.35). The corresponding solution vector ~ϕ contains the electrostatic potential
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5.3 The network model NeMo

at each node and hence the potential difference between the two macroscopic contacts can
be derived. In addition it contains information about the potential differences between
neighbouring nodes, which can be used to calculate local electric and thermal currents to
illustrate the influence of the geometry on the thermoelectric properties of the structure.

For the calculation of the Seebeck coefficient of a given structure, a different network
needs to be set up. Here, similar to the electric network, each node is connected to
its nearest neighbours via a bulk resistance and, if necessary, by an additional interface
resistance in series. In order to represent the local Seebeck voltage Ui,j an additional
voltage source is connected in series. Ui,j is the voltage between the nodes i and j and
is calculated from the local bulk Seebeck coefficients Si and Sj , the interface Seebeck
coefficient Sinterface and the local thermal potenial difference ∆Ti,j which is determined by
the absolute temperature distribution Ti obtained from the nodal analysis of the thermal
network:

Ui,j =

(
Si ·

κi,j
κi

+ Sj ·
κi,j
κj

+ Sinterface ·
κi,j

κinterface

)
·∆Ti,j . (5.38)

In this equation κi and κj denote the thermal conductivities of node i and j. κinterface

is the thermal conductivity of the interface between node i and node j and κi,j is the
conductivity of the serial connection of the three thermal resistances:

1

κi,j
=

1

κi
+

1

κj
+

1

κinterface
. (5.39)

The local voltage sources are implemented as their Norton equivalents, consisting out of
a resistance and a current source. This has the consequence that in equation (5.35) ik,l
becomes

ik,l = Gk,lUk,l. (5.40)

With the nodal analysis it is possible to determine the Seebeck voltage between the two
macroscopic contacts. It is equal to the Seebeck voltage across the entire sample structure.
Having this, the total Seeebeck coefficient is given by the ratio of the Seebeck voltage and
the applied temperature difference ∆T = Th − Tc between hot and cold electrode.

All transport parameters like thermal, electric conductivities and Seebeck coefficients
in the bulk and at interface, that have been discussed until now, are considered to be
temperature independent. These parameters can be chosen either from experiment, from
theory or just as best guesses. Basically it is easy to implement a temperature dependence
into the Seebeck and the electrical network. Generally the equations [111] for the electrical
current density jc

jc = σ ·∆U − σ · S ·∆T (5.41)

and thermal current density jq

jq = σ ·Π ·∆U − κ0 ·∆T (5.42)

with their respective conditions
∆jc = 0 (5.43)

and

∆jq =
j2
c

σ
+ jc · S ·∆T (5.44)

need to be solved self consistently.
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6 Results

The effects that may influence the Seebeck coefficient S are manifold. First S as a function
of the carrier concentration n is discussed. By annealing thin sputtered ZnO:Al films n
is varied by several orders of magnitude which causes drastic changes in the behaviour
of S ranging from degenerately doped via metallic to semiconducting characteristics. In
addition these sputtered thin films are investigated with respect to the magnitude of
energy filtering effects at grain boundaries as a function of carrier concentration. By
generating additional surface states by microstructuring the carrier concentration and
sample morphology was manipulated. The measured Seebeck coefficients of this sample
series were also qualitatively compared to NeMo simulations.

Concerning the impact of interfaces on the Seebeck coefficient and the electrical con-
ductivity σ multilayer ZnO/ZnS samples as well as laterally structured ZnO thin films
grown by various methods and with different dopants and doping concentrations were in-
vestigated. The thermoelectric parameters of the multilayers were measured in in-plane
geometry whereas the lateral bar structures were aligned parallel as well as perpendicular
to the main direction of the transport path. Here S and σ were not just probed across
the entire sample but also locally to obtain a deeper understanding of the microscopic
behaviour of these quantities. Again NeMo calculations were employed to complete the
analysis.

6.1 Influence of the carrier concentration and manipulation of
the free carriers

A Zn0.98Al0.02O film with a thickness of about 700 nm was grown by RF sputtering on a
glass substrate. The free carrier concentration, determined by Hall measurements at room
temperature, was 8.0 × 1020 cm−3. By annealing pieces of the same specimen in air at
400 ◦C for different intervals of time, the free carrier concentration can be varied within
the series of sample pieces by several orders of magnitude keeping the structural integrity
[112]. The mobility values are about 5.5 cm2/Vs independent of annealing.
For the thermoelectric measurements, indium was applied to the ends of the samples to
create Ohmic contacts. CuNi/NiCr thermocouples were soldered into the In contacts. The
experimental setup used is described in section 3.1.

Fig. 6.1 depicts the temperature-dependent measurements of the Seebeck coefficient S
for the series of (Zn,Al)O samples in the range from 50 K to 300 K. The sample with the
lowest carrier concentration n of 1.5 × 1018 cm−3 exhibits the behaviour expected for a
typical n-type semiconductor. S is negative and its absolute value decreases slightly in the
range from 300 K down to about 80 K, on decreasing the temperature further the absolute
value increases again due to the phonon drag effect. An explenation for the phonon drag
effect was given by Frederikse [113] and Herring [114] independent of each other: If
a temperature gradient is present the phonons are not longer isotropic but tend to flow
from the hot to the cold side. Hence the scattering of the phonons with charge carriers
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occurs preferably towards the cold side. This results in an enhancement of the diffusion
of the charge carriers, they are dragged by the phonons. The thermovoltage characterizes
the stationary state where the diffusion is just compensated by a field which is induced
by the thermovoltage. At a given temperature difference the phonon drag leads to an
increase of the thermovoltage and hence to an increase of the Seebeck coefficient. The
effect occurs preferably at low temperatures, because with increasing temperature the
phonons lose their directed nature, e.g. due to scattering processes with each other, in
particular, Umklapp-processes. The strong increase of the absolute value of |S| due to
phonon drag is independent of its sign and thus independent of the type of semiconductor.
A detailed theoretical description of the phonon drag effect can be found elsewhere [114].

The value of about S = −350µV/K at 300 K is typical for ZnO with such a carrier
concentration [54]. The value of the Seebeck coefficient of the sample with the second
lowest carrier concentration (1.6× 1019 cm−3) is about S = −190µV/K at 300 K. The de-
crease of the absolute value of S with decreasing temperature below 300 K becomes more
pronounced and the phonon drag effect is weaker, i.e. is suppressed with increasing carrier
concentration [114]. The temperature behaviour of the Seebeck coefficient of the sample
with n = 1.0× 1020 cm−3 follows the expected trends. |S| is further decreased (-30µV/K
at 300 K), but still found to increase with increasing temperature, and the phonon drag
effect is no longer observed. The Seebeck coefficient of the sample with the highest carrier
concentration (8.0 × 1020 cm−3) is, as expected, smaller again, but exhibits temperature
characteristics which are entirely different from these considered typical for semiconduc-
tors. The Seebeck coefficient, though the material is clearly n-type, is positive at room
temperature (S = 1µV/K). It changes sign with decreasing temperature at about 250 K
and remains negative down to the temperature of 50 K with a minimum value of -1µV/K
at about 120 K.
The reason of the sign reversal of S needs to be sought in the metal character of this

sample. In solid solutions of metals containing transition metals, S changes sign with com-
position x at T = 0 K [115]. Theoretical studies relate this sign reversal in solid solutions
of metals to bandstructure effects, i.e. to changes of the density of states at the Fermi
energy EF. The temperature dependence for fixed x can be discussed along the same line,
i.e. EF shifts with temperature and the Fermi distribution broadens, thus, the parts of
the bandstructure contributing to the Seebeck effect will vary with temperature. In the
solid solutions of metals the anomalies in the density of states are caused by the d-electron
band of the transition metal constituent and its position with respect to EF.

The situation in the metal solid solutions resembles that in degenerately doped semi-
conductors [116] (see Fig. 6.2). Far below the Mott critical value, the density of states of
the s-like conduction band of the semiconductor is quasi-parabolic and the δ-like localized
donor levels are separated from the conduction band by a gap. The extended conduction
band states carry the entire transport whereas the localized donor states only serve as a
carrier reservoir. Above the critical Mott value, the situation has changed, the donor states
have merged into an impurity band which overlaps energetically with the s-like conduc-
tion band states. The clear distinction between localized donor states and extended band
states is lost, and the Fermi-level is shifted into the resulting band. The Mott equation
gives an expression for the Seebeck coefficient within the Boltzmann transport-theory at
low temperatures [117]:

S =
π2

3

k2
BT

e

1

σ(E)

∂σ(E)

∂E

∣∣∣∣
E=EF

, (6.1)
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Figure 6.1: Temperature-dependent Seebeck coefficients of n-type Zn0.98Al0.02O with dif-
ferent free carrier concentrations n.

where T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electron
charge, and σ(E) denotes the energy-dependent electric conductivity. One may write
σ(EF) = 1/3ρ(EF)(evF)2τ where vF and τ are the Fermi velocity and the relaxation time,
respectively. ρ(E) is the density of states. Assuming vF and τ are constant for simplicity,
Eq. (6.1) yields immediately that S ∝ [∂ρ/∂E]E=EF

. Thus the sign of S may be affected
by the sign of [∂ρ/∂E]E=EF

which changes depending on the position of the Fermi energy
within the conduction band as can be seen in Fig. 6.2 (bottom). In addition, of course,
the Fermi distribution broadens and the dominant scattering mechanisms will vary with
temperature T and energy E.

6.2 Influence of grain boundaries - energy filtering?

A thin film that is deposited by sputter deposition, always consists of grains of different
sizes. These can vary depending on the growth conditions between 10 and 100 nm (cf.
figure 6.3). This again determines the density of grain boundaries which act as a barrier for
electrons. In figure 6.4 such a barrier is schematically illustrated. At the grain boundaries
the Fermi energy EF is pinned to the localised boundary states [119]. In the case of Al
doped ZnO these states are negatively charged causing a bending of the conduction band.
This bending acts as potential barrier of height Eb. If now the charge carriers with a
certain energy distribution are to pass this barrier, it comes to a strong backscattering
of those carriers which have energies smaller than Eb. This causes a change in energy
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Figure 6.2: Density of states ρ(E) in a non-degenerate (top) and a degenerate (bottom)
n-type semiconductor.

Figure 6.3: SEM images of a sputtered Zn0.98Al0.02O layer before (left) and after (right)
annealing. One can see that the grain boundaries are less pronounced after
the annealing process causing a lowering of the potential barrier. This again
has a direct impact on the electrical properties of the sample and hence on the
Seebeck coefficient.
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Figure 6.4: Schematical depiction of the energy filtering through a potential barrier, so
called double Schottky barrier, at grain boundaries (sketch after [118]).

distribution before (area Ab) and after (area Aa) passing the barrier. This energy filtering
influences the electrical conductivity and hence the Seebeck coefficient of the material.

Energy filtering effects due to grain boundaries have been studied theoretically by Bach-
mann et al.. The main findings of these investigations shall be given here:

The model used for the calculations is based on that established by Seto et al. [94].
The basic idea is, that the grains offer additional surface states at their boundaries which
can trap electrons from the donor states (see figure 6.5). This results in a negative charge
accumulation at the grain boundaries and a corresponding excess of positive charge carriers
in the vicinity of the grain boundaries. The consequence is a bending of the energy bands
on both sides of the grain boundary forming a so called double Schottky barrier. For the
case that the donor concentration ND within the grain of a length lg is higher than the
number of surface states NT of the interface with a dimension li, i.e. lg ·ND > li ·NT , the
calculated potential profile V (x) (equation (5.19)) has the shape shown in the top graph
of figure 5.1. Calculations show that with increasing doping concentration the height
and the width of this potential barrier decrease strongly. To determine the transmission
function as well as the thermoelectric coefficients one can use the formalisms presented in
section 5.2.

In a first simple model the highest enhancement due to energy filtering across a barrier
is investigated assuming a step-like one-dimensional transmission function T1D(E) of the
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Figure 6.5: Scheme of the band diagram in real space before (top) and after (bottom) the
formation of a double Schottky barrier. Ec denotes the energy at the bottom
of the conduction band, Ev the top of the valence band, and Ed shows the
energetic position of the donor states.

form:

T1D(E) =

{
1 E > Eb

0 E ≤ Eb.
(6.2)

Here Eb is the barrier potential height. For the investigations typical semiconductor
parameters were chosen, to allow as general statements as possible (meff = 0.25, λ = 20 nm,
and T = 300 K).

To estimate if barriers can have an additional positive influence on the thermoelectric
parameters, the dependence of the chemical potential µ and the barrier height Eb on the
electrical conductivity σ the Seebeck coefficient S and the resulting powerfactor S2σ were
calculated for three different grain sizes (lg = 50 nm, 100 nm, and 200 nm). The results
show a few general trends [120]: The conductivity increases with increasing chemical
potential and decreases with increasing barrier height. As a consequence of the S ∝ 1/σ-
law the Seebeck coefficient shows the opposite behaviour. From this it follows that the
power factor for a given chemical potential is maximal when the barrier height and the
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Figure 6.6: Electrical conductivity as a function of the charge carrier concentration n. The
experimental data points (filled) served as modeling parameters for a one band
effective mass theory (empty squares).

chemical potential have approximately the same order of magnitude. So the power factor
can be increased by increasing the chemical potential and finding the optimal barrier
height. A global maximum of the power factor, as for the bulk material, cannot be
observed in this case.

At first sight, these findings may encourage the idea that a very high chemical potential
combined with a suitable barrier height leads to a high thermoelectric figure of merit. This
is somewhat misleading since one has to keep in mind, that the electronic contribution
to the thermal conductivity increases as well and at some point is of the same order of
magnitude as the phonon lattice conductivity. This leads to a significant contribution to
the overall thermal conductivity and hence to a decrease of the thermoelectric figure of
merit. For the range of the chemical potential investigated here, κel is small compared to
typical phonon conductivities.

In a more sophisticated model the assumption of a step-like transmission function needs
to be discarded, as tunneling effects allow charge carriers to pass through the barrier
although their energies are smaller than the barrier height. Furthermore the condition of
a high chemical potential and a corresponding barrier height causes some difficulties: A
high chemical potential requires a high donor density, which leads to an effective screening
of the Coulomb potential. This again reduces height and width of the double Schottky
barrier and hence reduces the effect of energy filtering.

Quantitatively the general trends observed for a step-like transmission are in agreement
with the more advanced model only in the case of low chemical potentials. Looking at
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Figure 6.7: Seebeck coefficient as a function of the charge carrier concentration n. For
intermediate carrier concentrations the agreement between theory (empty
squares) and experiment (filled symbols) is quite good. For higher values
of n the assumption of one parabolic band does not hold. For low carrier
concentrations the increase of |S| is not as strong as predicted by theory.

the characteristics of the power factor for a given chemical potential as a function of the
density of surface states NT one finds that the power factor is constant for low values of
NT . With a further increase of the density of surface states the power factor decreases
strongly and then tends to zero for high values of NT . The same behaviour is observed
for a given value of the chemical potential and a variation of the grain size. It seems that
the grain size has only a small effect on the power factor as a function of NT . Especially
a desired enhancement of the power factor is not observed for any of the considered grain
sizes in the range from 50 nm to 200 nm.

Above a certain value of the chemical potential, the density of surface states NT , which
determines the height of the barrier, has no further influence on the thermoelectric pa-
rameters, e.g. the power factor. In other words a high donor concentration ND, causes a
high effective screening of the Coulomb potential at the grains which decreases the bar-
rier height and width to an extent where it has no further impact on the thermoelectric
transport.

To investigate the significance of the model, it is compared with experimental data of
the electrical conductivity σ, of the Seebeck coefficient S, and hence of the power factor
S2σ as a function of carrier concentration. The experimental values were obtained by
taking the measured charge carrier concentrations n from figure 6.1 and then calculating
the electrical conductivities after σ = µ ·e ·n. Here a constant value of µ = 5.5 cm2/Vs was
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6.3 Seebeck effect and micro-structuring

assumed, which is in good agreement with experiment for this material [82]. To complete
the data for low carrier concentrations measured data points from a sputtered hydrogen
doped ZnO series were added.

The theoretical model used is based on one parabolic band with an effective mass of
meff = 0.24 and barrier of a certain height, which has been chosen such that the theoretical
data for σ agree as well as possible with the experimental values. As can be seen in
figure 6.6 this works well over a wide range of carrier concentrations. With increasing
carrier concentration the conductivity at first increases very strongly. With an increasing
number of charge carriers the probability to pass the barrier increases significantly and
so does the conductivity. The flattening for concentrations higher than 1018 cm−3 is due
to the screening of the barrier described above. Above a certain carrier concentration the
screening is so high, that the charge carriers no longer “see” the barrier. Effectively the
grain boundaries disappear and the material behaves like bulk material.

With the fitting paramters found for the electrical conductivity, the Seebeck coefficient
may now be calculated within the same model. The comparison with experiment is shown
in figure 6.7. The experimental data for |S| again are taken from figure 6.1 and completed
with values from the H doped ZnO series. Now the agreement is good in the intermediate
regime only. For high values of n the deviation from the experiment is large, because
in this range of high doping, the assumption of a parabolic conduction band does not
hold (as indicated in figure 6.2). Therefore this simple model fails for degenerately doped
semiconductors. Due to the strong decrease of the conductivity for low n, one would
expect an equivalent increase of |S| in this regime. This trend is found in theory only.
In the experiment the increase is much less. Whether this deviation stems from a lack
of statistics on the experimental side or an oversimplified model on the theoretical side,
needs to be clarified in the future.

The deviations found for the Seebeck coefficient become even more pronounced for
the power factor, due to its square dependence on the Seebeck coefficient. Nevertheless
figure 6.8 indicates that the measured trend can be roughly reflected by the theory.
Both curves show a maximum power factor at a charge carrier concentration of about
1.6 · 1019 cm−3. Due to higher Seebeck coefficients in the experiment and almost equal
values of σ the power factor peaks at values approximately three times higher than in
theory. For very low or very high values of n this difference is even larger, but cannot be
distinguished due to a non-logarithmic scaling of the power factor.

In conclusion, a one-band effective-mass model with the assumption of a barrier can
reproduce the experimentally found trends suprisingly well. However, the deviations for
low and high carrier concentrations, respectively demonstrate the limitations of this model.
On the experimental side a higher number of samples in the carrier concentration range of
interest needs to be investigated, to obtain a better understanding of the exact progression
of S and σ as a function of n.

6.3 Seebeck effect and micro-structuring

Pieces of an as-grown Zn0.98Al0.02O specimen were microstructured in the central area of
5×2.5 mm2 by photolithography followed by wet-chemical etching. The pattern consisted
of a square grid with pitch a. The square-like unit cell had a square-hole (edge length
a/2) in its center (see figure 6.9). The pitch a varied between 32 and 4µm. Dividing a by
halves corresponds to a doubling of the additional surface due to the hole sidewalls created
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Figure 6.8: Power factor S2 · σ as a function of the charge carrier concentration n. The
differences between experiment (filled symbols) and theory (empty squares)
originate from the deviations of theoretical and experimental values of the
Seebeck coefficient. Nevertheless the general trend can be reproduced.

in the etching process, whilst keeping the sample volume constant. The additional surface
is about 6 mm2 for the smallest pitch. Assuming that every atom at this surface causes
a defect, e. g. an electron trap, the total number of free carriers in the microstructured
sample is reduced by about 1% compared to the parent thin film. At these high carrier
concentrations (≈ 1021 cm−3) a loss of 1% should not affect the electrical resistance R
dramatically. But as can be seen in figure 6.10 this is not true. With decreasing pitch
size the total resistance increases from 4.5 Ω of the reference to 55 Ω for a pitch of 16µm
and 138 Ω for a pitch of 8µm (all values taken at room temperature). The variation of
the resistivity with increasing temperature is very small as expected for such high carrier
concentrations. Figure 6.11 shows the Seebeck coefficients S of the series of microstruc-
tured Zn0.98Al0.02O samples of different pitch a and of the piece of as-grown Zn0.98Al0.02O
(corresponding to a = ∞) as a function of temperature. In contrast to the predictions
of effective medium theory, a clear dependence on the pitch a of the microstructures is
observed. The curves shift to negative Seebeck coefficients with decreasing pitch. The
comparably small changes between the samples of nominal pitch of 8µm and 4µm are
due to the isotropic etching which leads to almost the same hole size in both cases.

To discuss the origin of the observed dependence of R and S on a the following remarks
are necessary: (i) As the artificial structuring was performed on the micrometer scale,
changes of the densities of states of phonons as well as of electrons can be ruled out.
Thus, the observed changes are not due to electronic or phononic confinement. (ii) In
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6.3 Seebeck effect and micro-structuring

Figure 6.9: SEM image of a microstructured sample with a pitch of a = 32µm. The
marked pitch was varied between 32 and 4µm.
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Figure 6.10: Temperature dependence of the resistance of microstructured Zn0.98Al0.02O
samples of different pitch a.
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Figure 6.11: Temperature dependent Seebeck coefficients of microstructured Zn0.98Al0.02O
samples of different pitch a.

addition to the micrometer scale of the artificial structuring, there are other structural
length scales of importance which are the grain size of the crystallites making up the
sputtered Zn0.98Al0.02O film as well as the distance between the Al impurities which act as
scattering centers for the electrons. The typical diameter of the grains is about 60 nm and
the mean distance between impurity ions is about 2 nm, thus both are much smaller than
the characteristic length a of the artificial structuring. Moreover, the grain boundaries also
serve as barriers for the phonons. Therefore, the mean free paths for electrons and phonons
are smaller than the distance between grain boundaries, i. e. the grain size. Consequently,
the artificial structuring on the microscale cannot directly affect the mean free paths.
As pointed above, the strong changes in R cannot be solely due to electron trapping at
the additional surface. There has to be another mechanism that has a bigger influence
on the resistance. Figure 6.12 shows an SEM image of the area between two holes of a
microstructured sample. In addition to a crack extending through the entire bar between
the square holes, one can see small cracks that open up at the edges of each hole. This
roughening widening is due to the wet chemical etching process and extends about 2-3µm
into the thin film. The etching rate along the grain boundaries is larger than that of the
grains causing the observed morphology at the edges in the wet chemical etching process.
This together with the surface region of the hole creates an area of high resistance around
each hole. Because the extension of this region is independent of the hole size, its influence
on the global resistance of the sample should grow with decreasing pitch size.

To estimate the magnitude of the resistance of this region NeMo simulations were
carried out. For this bitmaps of 128×128 pixels were drawn simulating the real structures.
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6.3 Seebeck effect and micro-structuring

Figure 6.12: SEM image of a thin crack between two holes in the microstructured
Zn0.98Al0.02O thin film.

Here it was assumed that one pixel corresponds to 0.5µm. So the width of this region
was set to 6 pixels corresponding to the above estimated 3µm. For the smallest structures
considered, with a pitch of 16 pixels, the highly resistive region is already overlapping
between the holes. In this case only two materials had to be accounted for: The hole
region, where the resistance was chosen 106× higher than the measured reference resistance
and the edge region. Here the resistance was adjusted to such a value that the simulated
global resistance and the corresponding measured one were in good agreement. Figure 6.13
shows the comparison between simulation (empty symbols) and experimental data (black
spheres). All simulated values were normalized to the measured reference value. The
upper x-axis corresponds to the simulations and the lower one to the expermiment. A
very good agreement for the smallest pitch could be achieved by assuming an edge region
resistance that is about 17.5 times higher than the measured reference sample.

For the next bigger pitch size of 32 pixels three different regions had to be taken into
account in the simulations. Here the distance between the holes is big enough that the
edge regions do not overlap and hence leaves a path of thin-film material. The resistance
for the latter was now varied to achieve the best agreement with the expermimental data
for this pitch size (16µm). The other two resistance values remained unchanged. With
the three resistance values found in this fashion, the last two pitch sizes were simulated as
well. It can be seen that the total resistance drops further and tends to the value of the
measured reference indicated by the black line. Nevertheless for a good agreement with
the experiment the resistance of the thin film in the simulations had to be chosen about
2.5 times higher than the measured reference resistance. The reason for this may be the
existence of the extended cracks which lead to the reduction of possible transport paths
in the microstructured samples. Though the unstructured thin film has cracks as well
the number of possible paths where electrical transport can circumvent these extended
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Figure 6.13: Comparison between measured (black spheres) and simulated (empty sym-
bols) resistances of microstructured Zn0.98Al0.02O thin films as a function of
pitch size. The black line marks the resistance of the measured reference
sample.

cracks is higher than in the structured case, leading to a reduction of the resistance. So
for sufficiently high pitch sizes (> 10µm) the resistance of the thin film dominates the
electrical transport of the structured samples. Below a critical pitch, where the edge
regions start to overlap, the overall resistance of the sample increases strongly.

In the case of simulating the Seebeck coefficient the influence of the edge regions is
not so dominant because here additional quatities such as the thermal conductivity as
well as Seebeck coefficient itself need to be fed into NeMo for each present material.
In addition, the cracks play a minor role for S, e.g. the temperature difference across
the sample is mainly dominated by the substrate and not by the morphology of the thin
film. In figure 6.14 the experimental data at 200 K taken from figure 6.11 are plotted as
a function of the pitch a (lower x-axis). The same graph contains NeMo-simulations of
the Seebeck coefficient (empty symbols) again as a function of the pitch given in pixels
(upper x-axis). As for the resistances bitmaps of 128×128 pixels were drawn simulating
the real structure. Two examples of these bitmaps can be found as insets in figure 6.14.
For the simulations the thermoelectric parameters S, σ, and κ of the three different areas
namely thin-film, depletion layer, and substrate region need to be fed into the program.
The values of σ and S of the Zn0.98Al0.02O thin-film are known from the experiment. For
the Seebeck coefficient a value of S = −4.4 · 10−7 µV/K and for the electrical conductivity
σ = 2 · 105 S/m were measured. Again the hole region was chosen to have a 106 times
higher resistivity than the thin film. The resistivity of the depletion layer was now varied
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Figure 6.14: Simulation (open symbols) and measurement (black spheres) of the Seebeck
coefficient as a function of pitch size. In the simulation the resistivity of the
space-charge region was increased, whereas the resistivities of the thin-film
and the substrate were kept constant. The insets show pixeled representations
of two sample structures of different pitch. The holes are surrounded by a
depletion layer of constant width.

to be 2×, 5×, 10×, 100×, and 1000× higher than the resistivity of the Zn0.98Al0.02O
layer, respectively. The width of the depletion layer was kept constant at a value of 2
pixel, whereat one pixel was positioned on the thin-film area and the other one on the
substrate area. The Seebeck coefficients of the substrate region and the depletion region
were adjusted according to S ∝ ρ, respectively. Because the temperature gradient across
the sample is mainly dominated by the substrate, the values for the thermal conductivity
of the three different regions were set to unity.

The experimental data in figure 6.14 show an increase of |S| with decreasing pitch. For
small values of the resistivity of the depletion region this behaviour cannot be reproduced
by the simulation. Here |S| remains almost constant independent of the pitch size. This
again shows that small changes in resistivity, e.g. by the assumption of additional surface
traps, cannot solely reproduce the measured behaviour. Furthermore it shows the minor
role of the geometry. By further increasing the resistivity of the depletion region the
quality of the simulated trend can be improved. This is in agreement with the assumption
of production process induced cracks that increase the resistivity of the edge region further.
The deviation of the trends between experiment and simulation at a = 4µm is not due
to a high conductive depletion region, but comes from isotropic etching leading to almost
the same hole size as for a nominal pitch of 8µm.
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6.4 Influence of interface regions on the thermoelectric
properties

As mentionend in the introduction a major advantage of semiconductors over metals is the
possibility to tune the ratio σ/κ. Furthermore, recent experimental work on ordered nanos-
tructured semiconductors such as superlattices (e.g. GaAs/AlAs [25] or Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3

superlattices [19] or PbTe/Pb(Sn)SeTe quantum-dot superlattices [121]), but also on in-
homogeneous composites consisting of a matrix material with nanometer sized inclusions
(e.g. ErAs nanoparticles in In0.53Ga0.47As [122]), clearly demonstrate that nanostructur-
ing as well as composite formation indeed alter the thermoelectric properties such that Z
may be significantly increased.

The microscopic origins of an enhancement of Z in nanostructured and composite ma-
terials are numerous and have not been fully explored yet. On the one hand, modifications
of the density of states, i.e. for phonons as well as electrons, caused by the reduction of
the dimensionality and corresponding confinement effects play a major role [15, 17, 123].
On the other hand, there are the effects of grain boundaries or interfaces (e.g. depletion
regions or interface charges etc.) between the dissimilar materials forming a composite or
nanostructured sample. Interface effects significantly alter the phonon or electron scat-
tering within the sample [91, 124, 125]. For example, the figure of merit Z in granular
materials can be optimized by variation of the grain size. This approach makes use of
the different dependence of bulk and boundary scattering mechanisms for phonons and
electrons on grain size [126]. As elaborated in section 6.2 energy filtering of electrons at
grain boundaries may enhance the Seebeck coefficient compared to bulk material with the
same free carrier concentration [118]. A mismatch of the acoustic impedances of materials
forming an interface may lead to a significant thermal interface resistance [106].

A thorough understanding of the interface structure and its effects on the transport
across interfaces will contribute to the optimization of the thermoelectric figure of merit.
However, systematic studies of the effects of interfaces on the thermoelectric properties of
a composite material can only be carried out using model systems where the number of
interfaces and the interface structure can be controlled. A possible approach for achieving
the necessary degree of control is to use artificial structuring methods to fabricate the
model systems. ZnO is a suitable material system for fabricating such model structures.
The reasons are that controlled top-down microfabrication is possible by standard semi-
conductor technology and that the conductivity of the ZnO semiconductor can be easily
varied by orders of magnitude by Al-doping. Here, the effect of different types of interfaces
between doped and undoped rf-sputtered ZnO or doped ZnO and nominally insulating ZnS
on the thermoelectric properties is studied.

6.4.1 Multilayers

A series of multilayer samples consisting of alternating ZnO and ZnS layers was grown
by RF sputtering on float glass substrates. The ZnO is degenerately doped with Al
yielding n-type conductivity with a free carrier concentration at room temperature of
about 2.0 × 1020 cm−3, as determined by Hall measurements. The ZnS layers are almost
insulating. The total thickness of the layer system is about 1000 nm for the samples with
3, 5, and 7 layers corresponding to nominal thicknesses of individual ZnO layers of 250,
167, and 125 nm, respectively. In addition, a thinner sample with the same ratio of ZnO to
ZnS was grown, consisting of 44 layers in total, yielding a nominal thickness of d = 5 nm
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(a) Surface morphology of a sputtered ZnO:(Al)
sample.

(b) Multilayer system of seven ZnO/ZnS layers.

Figure 6.15: SEM images of the surface of a sputtered ZnO/ZnS multilayer sample (a) and
of the edge of the same sample (b). The positions of the interfaces between
ZnO and ZnS on image (b) are indicated by thin lines.

for the individual ZnO layers. Fig. 6.15 depicts two SEM images of the surface (a) and
an edge (b) of the multilayer sample with 4 ZnO layers, respectively. The positions of
the layers are indicated in the image of the sample edge. The different layer periods can
be clearly distinguished. The step-like edges correspond to the ZnO-ZnS interfaces. The
ZnS-ZnO interfaces cannot be seen as clearly. It seems that the ZnS grows better on
the ZnO than vice versa. In Fig. 6.16 a time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy
(TOF-SIMS) measurement of a ZnO/ZnS multilayer sample shows that both interfaces are
sharply defined and that the period of the superlattice is reproducable. The image of the
surface of the sample shows an island structure with typical sizes in the range of 50 nm.
The island structure is a result of the columnar growth on the glass substrate. It can be
anticipated that the surface roughness observed in the SEM image is also a measure of
the interface roughness of the ZnO/ZnS interfaces.

Pieces of the samples were contacted with indium for the transport measurements.
Indium forms ohmic contacts with ZnO [127]. Temperature-dependent Seebeck coefficient
measurements were performed as described in section 3.1 and temperature-dependent Hall
and electric conductivity measurements were performed in van-der-Pauw geometry on a
different piece of the same specimen (see section 3.3).

Fig. 6.17 shows the measured electric conductivities (a) and the Seebeck coefficients
(b) of the four samples as functions of temperature in the range from 30 to 300 K. Clear
trends can be observed. The three samples with the wider ZnO layers (d > 100 nm)
show only a very weak temperature dependence of the conductivity, which is expected for
quasi metallic samples, however, it is clearly visible that the conductivity increases with
decreasing layer thickness for these samples. The conductivity of the fourth sample shows
a stronger temperature dependence, i.e. exhibits more of an activated transport behaviour.
Therefore, at low temperatures its conductivity is lower than those of the samples with
the wider ZnO layers, but, at room temperature, its conductivity is comparable to that
of the sample with the widest ZnO layers of d = 250 nm. The Seebeck coefficients of
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Figure 6.16: Depth profile of a ZnO/ZnS multilayer measured by TOF-SIMS.
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(a) Temperature dependence of the electrical con-
ductivity.
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(b) Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coeffi-
cient.

Figure 6.17: Temperature dependence of in-plane conductivity σ (a) and Seebeck coeffi-
cient S (b) for the series of ZnO/ZnS multilayer samples. The insets show
plots of the two transport coefficients at 280 K as a function of the thickness
d of the individual ZnO layers.
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6.4 Influence of interface regions on the thermoelectric properties

all four samples are negative as expected due to the dominance of the highly doped, n-
type ZnO layers. The decrease of |S| with decreasing temperature as well as values of
S ≈ −25µV/K at room temperature are typical for n-type ZnO of high doping. The
results on the three samples with the wide ZnO layers (d > 100 nm) are very similar
in magnitude and temperature behaviour, nevertheless show a continuous change with
decreasing layer thickness, i.e. a decrease of |S|. For these three samples, this dependence
of S on layer thickness d correlates with that of the corresponding σ values, i.e. lower |S|
means higher σ value. Against this trend, the sample with ZnO layers of d = 5 nm shows
a considerably larger absolute value S, despite exhibiting almost the same conductivity
σ at room temperature as the samples with the wider ZnO layers. Furthermore, the
temperature dependence of S is only slightly more pronounced than for the other samples.
The behaviour of S and σ as a function of ZnO layer thickness is summarized in the two
insets of the main graphs of Fig. 6.17. In the following it will be demonstrated that the
observed behaviour arises due to two different effects, the formation of interface layers of
higher conductivity between ZnO and ZnS (dominant at large d) on the one hand and
interface roughness effects (dominant at small d) on the other hand.

For the modelling of the thermoelectric properties the network-model NeMo for simu-
lating the electric and thermal properties of the multilayer system has been used. The
network model for calculating the Seebeck coefficient in a parallel configuration for a sys-
tem of two ideal layers of different properties, which are used in the following for analysing
the dependence of σ and S on d for the three samples with the wide ZnO layers, is very
simple. It can be represented by a parallel circuit of two voltage sources each with a
series resistance. Since the applied temperature difference across both layers is the same,
the voltages in the two layers are proportional to the corresponding Seebeck coefficients.
Finally the total Seebeck coefficient is proportional to the total voltage. To derive the
total voltage, one has to first calculate the current flow through the parallel circuit:

I =
U1 − U2

R1 +R2
. (6.3)

The voltages across both branches must be the same and equal to the total voltage between
the contacts:

U = U1 +
U2 − U1

R1 +R2
·R1 = U2 +

U1 − U2

R1 +R2
·R2. (6.4)

Now the total Seebeck coefficient depending on the electric conductances L1 and L2 of the
two layers can be written as:

S =
U

∆T
=

L1

L1 + L2
· S1 +

L2

L1 + L2
· S2. (6.5)

The expression for the corresponding total electric conductance L is rather trivial for this
system:

L = L1 + L2. (6.6)

Going back to the dependence of the conductivity and the Seebeck coefficients depicted
in the insets of the two graphs of figure 6.17, the increase of the conductivity (in conjunction
with the decrease of the Seebeck coefficient) with decreasing layer thickness d needs to
be explained. In the parallel transport configuration, the insulating ZnS layers (which
basically have conductance LZnS = 0) need to be considered neither in case of electric
transport (Eq. (6.6)) nor in case of the Seebeck effect (Eq. (6.5)). However, it may be
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EF

ZnOZnS

EF

ZnOZnS

Figure 6.18: Scheme of the band alignment between insulating ZnS and n-type ZnO.

anticipated from the band alignment between insulating ZnS and n-type ZnO depicted in
figure 6.18, that, in addition to the transport channel through the bulk of the wide ZnO
layers, a second parallel transport channel of higher conductivity arises at interfaces due to
the band bending which leads to an accumulation of electrons. This assumption is further
corroborated by the analysis of both data sets in the two main graphs of figure 6.19 which
show plots of σ and S versus d−1. The analysis is based on the following considerations.
Assuming an interface region of width δ < d/2 on either side of the wide ZnO layers,
where δ is the same for all d > 100 nm. Replacing the conductances L by conductivities σ
and taking into account the sample geometry, one obtains from Eq. (6.6) for the electrical
conductivity σ:

σ = 2δ(σint − σbulk)
1

d
+ σbulk ≈ 2δσint

1

d
+ σbulk (6.7)

and from Eq. (6.5) for the product σS:

σS = 2δ(σintSint − σbulkSbulk)
1

d
+ σbulkSbulk ≈ 2δσintSint

1

d
+ σbulkSbulk (6.8)

where the approximations, which are used in the following, hold for δ << d. The subscripts
‘int’ and ‘bulk’ denote quantities of the interface region and bulk region of the ZnO layer,
respectively. The equations are used to fit the experimental data for σ vs d−1 and σS
vs d−1 in the two graphs of figure 6.19. The intersections of the fits with the ordinante
axes yield values of Sbulk = −32µV/K and σbulk = 4200 S/m. The ratio of the slopes
yields Sint = −14µV/K. Finally, assuming δ = 10 nm, one obtains σint = 70000 S/m. The
quality of the fit and the reasonability of the derived values for the transport coefficients
support the model despite the few data points considered.

At smaller d, where d becomes comparable to the typical fluctuation length of the
interface roughness between insulating ZnS and n-type ZnO and where d becomes close to
2δ, the effect of the surface fluctuations on the transport path will become dominant. This
can be understood from the results of NeMo calculations of the σ and corresponding S in
a parallel transport configuration for different d depicted in figure 6.20. Three examples
of the pixel distributions forming the basis of the NeMo calculations are depicted as
insets of the figure. Each pixel array consists of 110 × 110 pixels. As in the multilayer
samples used in the experiment, the ratio of the total thicknesses of ZnO and ZnS is
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Figure 6.19: Analysis of plots of the conductivity σ (b) and the product of conductivity
and Seebeck coefficient σS (a) at 280 K versus reciprocal layer thickness d−1

of the ZnO accounting for two transport channels, the first in the bulk of the
ZnO layer and the second in interface regions of width δ. The inset shows
how the band bending in the interface regions occurs when one Fermi level is
established for the entire structure.

kept constant, however, for each layer width d the same roughness of the interface was
assumed. For simplicity, it was assumed that thermal resistivity, electric resistivity as
well as Seebeck coefficient of ZnS (black pixels) are a thousand times larger than the
corresponding quantities of ZnO (white pixels) and that δ is zero, i.e. all ZnO cells have
the same properties. The calculated dependence of conductivity σ and Seebeck coefficient
S agree with the experimental observations, i.e. a drop of σ and an increase of |S| for
small d. Both can be explained by percolation effects which lead to longer transport paths
for smaller d and finally force the transport through ZnS pixels when there is no longer a
percolation path of ZnO pixels between the contacts.

6.4.2 Lateral structures

A series of bar-shaped samples consisting of lateral arrangements of alternating ZnO:Al
and ZnO stripes was fabricated by rf-sputtering and microfabrication techniques on glass
substrates. Throughout the series the number of interfaces between ZnO and ZnO:Al was
varied whilst the material fractions within the stripe structures were not altered. Each
bar is prepared between two ZnO:Al contacts, all stripes of ZnO and ZnO:Al in a bar are
of the same width, and the numbers of stripes of the two materials are equal. Thus, the
number of ZnO/ZnO:Al interfaces in a sample is the same as the number of stripes. The
series consists of four samples with 2, 4, 8, and 16 stripes, respectively, corresponding to
stripe widths of 4 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, and 500µm.

Samples consisting of a ZnO:Al layer of about 500 nm thickness deposited by rf-sput-
tering on float glass serve as the starting point of the bar fabrication. The Al donor
doping of 2% yields a degenerate n-type material with a free carrier concentration at room
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Figure 6.20: Qualitative analysis using the network model of the evolution of the trans-
port coefficients σ and S as a function of layer width d for a multilayer sytem
consisting of an insulating and a conducting material in the presence of inter-
face roughness. The images show typical pixel arrays representing the layer
system used in the calculation.

temperature of about 1.0 × 1020 cm−3. As second material undoped ZnO with a much
smaller electrical conductivity and a thickness of about 300 nm was deposited onto the
structured sample. To produce a pattern of alternating ZnO:Al/ZnO stripes the proce-
dure of the self-aligned pattern transfer process was used which is described in section 4.1.
The exact preparation parameters for the sample series can be found in section 4.3 un-
der the subitem interfaces with point-wise contacts. The boundary between stripes
shown in the scanning-electron microscopic image in figure 6.21(a) exhibits both wall-like
overlaps and moat-like cavities due to shading by the resist mask in the second sputter
process. Furthermore, the optical microscope image in figure 6.21(b) reveals a roughness
of the interface of about 80µm which is fabrication induced and corresponds to the spa-
tial resolution of the printed photomask. It is possible to reduce this roughness by using
an electron-beam written photomask as shown by the samples presented in section 6.4.4.
Nevertheless, a good contact between the two ZnO materials is obtained in the lower
regions of the sample.

The stripes of the samples were studied by different methods, e.g. Raman and photolu-
minescence (PL) spectroscopy. Both measurements were carried out at room temperature
using a 325 nm HeCd laser for excitation. Figure 6.22(a) shows the results of the PL mea-
surements of the reference samples and of two of the structured samples. All PL spectra
consist of a broad band. The series of sharp features on top of the PL bands are due to res-
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6.4 Influence of interface regions on the thermoelectric properties

(a) (b)

Figure 6.21: (a) Scanning electron microscopic image of a ZnO/ZnO:Al interface. (b) Op-
tical microscopic image of the ZnO/ZnO:Al alternating stripes with stripe
width 500µm.
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Figure 6.22: (a) Room-temperature photoluminescence spectra of the ZnO and ZnO:Al ref-
erences and the alternating stripe samples with 2 and 16 interfaces. (b) PL
scan across a ZnO/ZnO:Al interface. Every 2.5µm a PL spectrum was ac-
quired. The shift of the peak position in the vicinity of the interface becomes
clear in the inset.

onant multi-LO-phonon Raman scattering which arises due to the strong electron-phonon
coupling in ZnO [128]. The PL spectrum of the ZnO:Al reference is shifted to higher ener-
gies than that of the undoped ZnO reference (ref) sample. In particular, it peaks at higher
energies than the bandgap of undoped ZnO of 3.37 eV at room temperature. The reason
is the so called Burstein-Moss shift which occurs for degenerately n-doped samples due to
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conduction band state filling above the metal-insulator transition. The latter occurs at
about 4× 1019 cm−3 in n-type ZnO. Above this critical doping concentration, the optical
band gap increases with n2/3 where n is the doping concentration [129]. In addition to the
two spectra of the reference samples, spectra of the samples with 16 and 2 interfaces (int),
respectively, are shown in the figure. For each of the microstructured samples, two spectra
were taken, one at the center of an undoped ZnO stripe and one at the center of a ZnO:Al
stripe. The peaks of both spectra taken of the ZnO:Al stripes are shifted to lower energy
with respect to the spectrum of the ZnO:Al reference indicating that the carrier concen-
tration in the ZnO:Al stripes is reduced. The shift of the PL corresponds to a reduction
of the carrier concentration by about half an order of magnitude. Furthermore, the PL
spectra of the undoped ZnO stripes are slightly shifted to higher energies. However, it is
not clear whether this shift arises due to increasing carrier concentration, as the carrier
concentration in this layer should be still well below that of the metal-insulator transition.
The PL spectrum obtained of the boundary region between a ZnO and a ZnO:Al stripe is
somewhat of intermediate character. Thus, the PL spectroscopic results give a hint that
diffusion of Al could take place in the alternating ZnO:Al/ZnO stripe structures.

To take a closer look at the interface region, the spatial resolution needs to be increased.
For this the sample with 8 interfaces was mounted on a x-y-z micrometer stage which
has an accuracy of 100 nm for positioning. Now the PL spectra were mapped across
the interface in steps of 2.5µm. The results are shown in figure 6.22(b). Coming from
the undoped ZnO one can clearly see the shift of the center of the PL-peak from about
3.2 eV to about 3.4 eV. To obtain an estimate of the dimension of the interface region,
the center of the PL-peak is plotted against the distance from the interface in the inset of
figure 6.22(b). Here one can see, that the energy-shift of the center of the PL-peak is not
changing abruptly at the physical interface between ZnO and ZnO:Al, but the change of
position is smeared out when crossing the interface. This means that the Al concentration
starts to rise already a few microns before the nominal interface position on the ZnO side
and is only at its maximum value several micrometers behind it on the ZnO:Al side. The
dimension of this transition region can be determined to be about 20µm. These findings
are further corroborated by the Raman spectra shown in Figure 6.23. On the left side
of the figure the Raman spectra of the longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon region of ZnO
obtained of the two reference samples differ significantly. The undoped reference sample
shows a Lorentzian-like sharp LO phonon signal typical for non-degenerate ZnO, whereas
the ZnO:Al reference exhibits an additional broad peak at lower Raman shifts which can
be assigned to the L−-mode of the coupled phonon-plasmon which occurs at high doping
concentrations [130]. The LO phonon feature in this spectrum arises from the depleted
regions of the ZnO:Al close to the surface. Again, the spectra of the ZnO:Al stripes of
the ZnO:Al/ZnO bar structures show an intermediate behaviour. The L−-feature is less
pronounced as expected for a slightly lower free-carrier concentration n. The LO feature
in the spectra of the undoped ZnO stripes is very similar to the corresponding reference
sample, however, again no strong dependence of this signal on carrier concentration n is
expected below the metal-insulator transition.

Again the interface region was mapped with higher accuracy. This is shown in fig-
ure 6.23 (b), where in 2.5µm intervals Raman spectra were taken. Here the ratio of the
characteristic L−-mode of the Al doped ZnO compared to the LO phonon signal typical
for non-degenerate ZnO is a measure for the Al concentration. This can be seen in the
inset of figure 6.23(b). Similar to the inset of figure 6.22(b) the ratio P1/P2 is increasing
constantly within a region of 7.5µm around x = 0, denoting the nominal interface po-
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Figure 6.23: (a) Room-temperature Raman spectra of the longitudinal-optical phonon re-
gion for the reference samples and the alternating stripe samples with 2 and 16
interfaces. (b) Raman scan across a ZnO/ZnO:Al interface. In certain inter-
vals (every 1-2µm) a Raman spectrum was measured. The ratio of the broad
peak at lower Raman shifts (P1) to the Lorentzian-like sharp LO phonon
signal (P2) is plotted against the position on the sample surface with respect
to the interface (x = 0) in the inset. All spectra were taken with 325 nm
excitation.

sition. So the transition is not abrupt. So far, the optical spectroscopic results indicate
a diffusion process from Al into the undoped ZnO layers of the alternating ZnO:Al/ZnO
microstructures. On the other hand the roughness of the interface, induced by the prepa-
ration process of this series (printed mask) is of the same order of magnitude. To be able
to distinguish between these two effects, further measurements were performed.

For the macroscopic thermoelectric measurements, the samples were contacted by plac-
ing small pieces of indium on top of the ZnO:Al contact pads on either side of the bar
structure and afterwards heating the sample in an oven at 400 ◦C for 10 min in order to
diffuse the indium into the contact areas. To avoid reactions with oxygen the procedure
was performed in an Ar atmosphere. The contacts obtained show ohmic behaviour. Ther-
mocouples consisting of CuNi/NiCr were soldered into the In contacts for Seebeck and
resistivity measurements. The experimental set-up for the thermopower measurements in
the temperature range from 50 to 300 K is described in detail in section 3.1.

The results of temperature-dependent measurements of the Seebeck coefficient S and
of the resistivity ρ for the entire series of samples are depicted in figure 6.24(a) and (b),
respectively. The undoped ZnO reference possesses the highest resistivity and thus also
the highest value of the Seebeck coefficient. The temperature dependence of S and ρ
are characteristic for a semiconducting sample. The resistivity increases with decreasing
temperature and the Seebeck coefficient shows the characteristic phonon drag at low tem-
peratures. On the other hand, the ZnO:Al reference sample shows the lowest resistivity
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Figure 6.24: (a) Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient of the sample series
with increasing number of interfaces. (b) Temperature dependence of the
resistivity of the same sample series.

and hence the lowest absolute values of S. Seebeck coefficient as well as resistivity show
a weak temperature dependence only as expected in the regime of metallic doping. The
series of microstructured bars of ZnO:Al/ZnO stripes shows an intermediate behaviour,
both, in terms of the Seebeck effect and the electric resistivity. This is somewhat an-
ticipated considering that all four microstructured samples consist of equal fractions of
undoped ZnO and ZnO:Al. In addition, a clear trend is observed throughout the series,
the resistivity at all temperatures decreases with decreasing stripe thickness, i.e. increas-
ing number of interfaces. Similarly the absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient S at
constant temperature decreases with increasing number of interfaces. This holds in both
cases for 2, 4, and 8 interfaces. The results for 16 interfaces are very similar to those
with 8 interfaces. If the interface regions played no role in the thermoelectric transport
processes, the transport coefficients of all ZnO/ZnO:Al stripe structures would have to be
the same, because all four structures of alternating stripes consist of the same amounts
of ZnO and ZnO:Al. Thus, the trends in S and ρ for the series are clear proof that the
interface regions are of importance for the transport. Moreover, the lowering of the resis-
tivity of the microstructured samples with increasing number of interfaces is in agreement
with the assumptions that Al donors diffuse into the undoped regions as well as that the
interface between doped and undoped regions is very rough.

The findings are further supported by simulations of the dependence of S and ρ at
room temperature on stripe width based on the network model introduced in section 5.3.
Further details of this model can as well be found in [131, 132]. To model the diffusion
profile of the Al donors, it was assumed that the Al content n in a pixel positioned at x
close to an interface centered at x0 is given by a Fermi-like distribution characterized by
a diffusion width v:

n(x) =
n0

exp
(
x−x0
v

)
+ 1

. (6.9)
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Here, x < x0 lies within the nominal ZnO:Al layer and x > x0 in the nominal ZnO layer
and n0 is the nominal Al-content in the ZnO:Al layer. Adding the Al distributions due to
diffusion for all interfaces yields Al-profiles for the entire bar structure as plotted in the
inset of figure 6.25(b) for different values of the diffusion width v. One can see that these
profiles are very similar to the integrated interface scan of the electrical conductivity shown
in figure 6.26(a). Here the profile is caused by the interface roughness. For simplicity, it was
assumed in the simulations that the Seebeck coefficient S and the electrical conductivity
σ = ρ−1 can be linearly interpolated between the values of the two reference samples. The
values are S = −650µVK−1 for the undoped ZnO reference and S = −14µVK−1 for the
ZnO:Al sample. The corresponding conductivity values are (45Ωm)−1 and (1.7Ωm)−1,
respectively. For simplicity, equal values for the thermal conductivities for both materials
were used as no experimental results were available. The left graphs of figure 6.25 show
the evolution of the experimental values of S and ρ at room temperature as a function of
stripe width. The right graphs show corresponding results calculated as described above
for different diffusion width v. The observed trends can be qualitatively reproduced. It
can be seen that for ideal interfaces (i.e. v = 0) the theoretical values of the resistivity
and the Seebeck coefficient are, as expected, independent of stripe width and that in case
of Al diffusion (i.e. v > 0) the observed trends for S and ρ are the same in experiment
and theory. The v of 2 pixels at a stripe width of 50 pixels roughly corresponds to
160µm interface region at 4 mm stripes. As will be discussed later the measured interface
roughness is, with 80µm in the same regime. If diffusion takes place the width of the
diffusion region indicates that the Al diffusion takes place along the grain boundaries of
the sputtered samples.

On the other hand, as mentioned earlier in this section, the interface roughness of
these samples is in the same order of magnitude (≈ 80µm). This results in an “interface
area” of the same width where the position of the interface cannot be clearly determined.
This can be seen in figure 6.26(a) where the local electrical conductivity as a function
of space is plotted. If only one single scan is considered a nice sharp step between the
conductivities of Al doped and undoped ZnO is observed (dotted line). This changes if one
integrates over 50 single scans. Now the defined changeover is smoothed out and, similar
to the optical measurements, it becomes impossible to tell where exactly the interface is
located. The insets of both figures 6.26(a) and (b) nicely give an impression of the interface
roughness. Furthermore measurements of the local electron affininty (figure 6.26(b)) reveal
another effect that stems from the production process. The so-called “garden fences” at
the interfaces, resulting from material deposited on the resist sidewalls due to an imperfect
lift-off, make it almost impossible to precisely locate the actual interface position. With
decreasing bar width the interface roughness becomes more important, because the fraction
of the “interface area” compared to the total bar area increases. So the actual distance
between two highly conducting ZnO:Al bars decreases as well. This might also explain
the observed behaviour of the global electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient.

Even in alternating ZnO/ZnO:Al structures, which consist of the same host material
ZnO, a dependence of the thermoelectric properties on the number of interfaces, i.e. on the
interface structure, at constant material fractions is observed. Raman, photoluminescence,
and the thermoelectric properties indicate that the observed dependence on the number of
interfaces arises either from interface roughness or from diffusion of the Al-donors from the
ZnO:Al stripes into the adjacent undoped ZnO stripes. Calculations based on a network
model assuming a Fermi-like diffusion profile corroborate these findings and suggest that
the region affected by the diffusion is of a width of the order of 100µm. The activation
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of experimental [left, graphs (a) and (c)] and theoretical [right,
graphs (b) and (d)] results for the dependence of the Seebeck coefficient [top,
graphs (a) and (b)] and the resistivity [bottom, graphs (c) and (d)] at room
temperature as a function of stripe width. The inset shows the diffusion
profiles assumed in the calculation arising for different diffusion widths v.

energy of Al-diffusion in bulk crystalline ZnO is 2.74 eV, therefore, the diffusion process
is likely to occur along the grain boundaries in these sputtered samples. So far measure-
ments with local probes showed that a lot of interesting effects take place at interfaces
that dominate the overall behaviour of the sample. However, further experiments with a
higher spatial resolution are required in particular measurements of the in-plane thermal
conductivity to be able to distinguish between the two effects of interface roughness and
diffusion and hence to obtain a quantitative agreement.
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Figure 6.26: (a) Scan of the local electrical conductivity across an interface of a sputtered
ZnO/ZnO:Al sample. The red dotted line is one single scan while the black
line is the integration over 50 single profiles. (b) Integrated profile across a
sputtered ZnO/ZnO:Al interface of the electron affinity. The inset shows the
same interface of the Kelvin probe mapping. Both scans were taken with
the same AFM however in two different measurement modes (I-Probe and
Kelvin-Probe mode).

6.4.3 Scanning probe analysis of the diffusion profile

To clarify whether the Seebeck coefficients of the original sputtered materials changed due
to diffusion and roughness effects, measurements of the local Seebeck coefficients at room
temperature were performed at DLR Cologne. The local Seebeck measurements were
carried out with a microprobe Seebeck measurement technique described in section 3.2.

In figure 6.27 the local Seebeck coefficients of the sample with 500µm bar-width are
shown. One observes steep gradients at the material interfaces and flat plateaus within the
material especially in the case of ZnO:Al. The absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient
differ from those measured for the respective bulk references. In the case of ZnO:Al the
values decrease from -14µV/K to approximately -25µV/K while for the undoped ZnO
these values increase drastically from -638µV/K to approximately −100µV/K. The mean
values of the locally measured Seebeck coefficients of the ZnO:Al bars and the ZnO bars of
all four samples as well as the reference values are plotted in Fig. 6.28. It seems that the
local Seebeck coefficients are independent of the bar-width, since no big deviations occur.
If diffusion of aluminum donors from the doped ZnO:Al to the undoped ZnO across the
interfaces is assumed, then the interface region itself seems to act as a diffusion barrier
slowing the diffusion process down whereas inside the material stripes a fast diffusion
occurred. The diffusion barrier and the resulting slow diffusion across the interface can be
related to the point-like contacts between ZnO:Al and ZnO at the interfaces while the fast
diffusion inside the material is probably due to diffusion paths along grain boundaries.

To estimate the magnitude of the changes of the carrier concentration in the structured
samples one may assume Seebeck coefficient S ∝ 1/n with n being the carrier concentra-
tion distinguishing between the concentration ranges above and below the metal-insulator
transition. The Seebeck coefficients of ZnO:Al sputtered samples from Fig. 6.1 have been
plotted against the reciprocal values of the known carrier concentrations in fig. 6.29. A
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Figure 6.27: Local measurement of the Seebeck coefficient obtained with the microprobe

Seebeck technique on a sample with a bar width of 0.5 mm. The two materials
can be clearly distinguished: The Al doped ZnO has lower absolute values
due to a higher carrier density.

linear fit of the data for both, the metallic and the insulating regimes, was used to esti-
mate the carrier concentrations of the ZnO and the ZnO:Al bars. Both fits should cross
at the metal-insulator transition which occurs here for ZnO:Al at about 3.5 · 1019 cm−3.
This is in good agreement with the literature values for ZnO found by Özgür et al. [127].
The estimated carrier concentrations for the bar-materials for each sample can be found
in table 6.1. As can be seen in the table the sums of the estimated carrier concentrations
are roughly constant confirming the assumptions made above about the carrier diffusion.

Using the extracted data set of local Seebeck coefficients and carrier concentrations one
can now try to model the global Seebeck coefficients of samples which were already shown
in figure 6.24. As a first, very simple estimate, it was assumed that the thermal gradient
is constant across the sample’s sapphire substrate. As the area ratio of both types of bars
is equal, the global Seebeck coefficient is then given by:

Smodel1
global =

SZnO:Al + SZnO

2
. (6.10)

The calculated values for all samples are shown in table 6.1. The values obtained are
larger than the measured ones. The second estimate makes the assumption that the
thermal gradient across the sample is determined by the thermal conductivities of the
stripes of the thin-film only. The temperature drop along the sample is the sum of the two
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Figure 6.28: Local Seebeck coefficients plotted against the bar width for the entire series
of samples and the respective references. The local values show no clear
dependence on the width of the stripes.

bar width nZnO:Al nZnO nglobal Sexp
global Smodel1

global Smodel2
global

mm cm−3 cm−3 cm−3 µVK−1 µVK−1 µVK−1

0.5 1.48 · 1020 4.98 · 1019 1.98 · 1020 -90 -71 -94
1 1.24 · 1020 7.53 · 1019 2.00 · 1020 -88 -52 -57
2 1.42 · 1020 5.67 · 1019 1.99 · 1020 -87 -64 -80
4 1.48 · 1020 4.87 · 1019 1.97 · 1020 -151 -73 -97

Table 6.1: Summary of the carrier concentrations and the Seebeck coefficients of the four
different samples. The local carrier conentrations are interpolated using the
fits shown in figure 6.29. The global Seebeck coefficients are calculated by two
different models and compared to the global experimental values.

temperature drops along each material ∆Tglobal = ∆TZnO:Al + ∆TZnO. The temperature
difference along all bars of the same material ∆TZnO:Al and ∆TZnO corresponds to its
thermal resistance λZnO:Al and λZnO, respectively, and the sum of the two resistances
λglobal = λZnO:Al + λZnO. The temperature drop along the ZnO:Al bars is then given by

∆TZnO:Al = λZnO:Al ·
∆Tglobal
λglobal

. The calculation for ∆TZnO is analogous. Hence the global

Seebeck voltage can be written as the series connection of the bars consisting of the two
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Figure 6.29: Dependence of the Seebeck coefficient on the inverse carrier concentration.
The data (black squares) was taken from Fig. 6.1 and the red lines are linear
fits. The linear fits cross at 3.5 · 1019 cm−3 which agrees well with the Mott-
transition of ZnO.

materials:

Vglobal = SZnO:Al ·∆TZnO:Al + SZnO ·∆TZnO. (6.11)

With the definition of the Seebeck coefficient and the assumptions from above the global
Seebeck coefficient can be calculated as:

Smodel2
global =

SZnO:Al · λZnO:Al + SZnO · λZnO

λglobal
. (6.12)

If a proportionality of λ to the reciprocal value of the carrier concentration n is assumed,
one obtains:

Smodel2
global =

(SZnO:Al · nZnO + SZnO · nZnO:Al)

nZnO:Al + nZnO
. (6.13)

Calculating the global Seebeck coefficients with equation (6.13) leads to the values given
in the last column of table 6.1. Again the values of the absolute Seebeck coefficients are
larger than in the experiment. The fact that the estimates for both limiting cases give
Seebeck coefficients with smaller absolute values than in the experiment, may tentatively
be interpreted as a positive effect of the interfaces on the magnitude of the Seebeck effect.
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6.4 Influence of interface regions on the thermoelectric properties

The considerations made assuming a diffusion of Al donors do not totally exclude that
the interface roughness of these samples can lead to similar effects. As can be learned from
figure 6.27 the values of the Seebeck coefficient of the undoped ZnO vary significantly. So
in this case an integration of the Seebeck profile across a bigger area, as in the case of
the electrical conductivity, was not possible. This is mainly due to the high electrical
resistivity of the ZnO, which is right at the limit of the measurability with the scanning
Seebeck microprobe technique. Furthermore, though one can clearly distinguish between
the two materials, a highly resolved scan across the interface is still not possible. This,
however, is very important to distinguish between these two effects. In addition it would
help to clarify why the local measurements show no big dependence on the bar width
whereas the global ones do.

The analysis revealed that, assuming a diffusion of Al donors across the interface from
the doped material into the undoped one, the absolute values of the global Seebeck coeffi-
cients of the samples could be enhanced by the interfaces. This understanding could only
be achieved by the combination of global and local measurement techniques. However,
similar to the last section, an improvement of the scanning Seebeck microprobe to higher
spatial resolution is crucial to fully clarify the origin of the measured behaviour.

6.4.4 Geometry effects and NeMo simulations

The roughness of the interface caused by the printed mask was a motivation to investigate
the influence of a controlled interface geometry on the thermoelectric parameters. For this
purpose five different structures, as can be seen in figure 6.30, were designed. All different
designs have the same number of interfaces, since they have the same bar width of 20µm.
What makes the difference is the length of the interfaces: The structure with the parallel
straight interfaces has the shortest interface length of 5000µm only. This is just the
length of the structured part of the sample (cf. figure 4.3). The structures with the teeth
in-phase and teeth in counter-phase (figure 6.30d) and e)) are the ones with the longest
interfaces, both with a length of 15000µm. The toothed interface with constant distance
and the wavy structured interface are of intermediate length with 7500µm (figure 6.30b))
and 10000µm (figure 6.30c)), respectively. As indicated in figure 4.3, all five designs can
be realized in a parallel or in a perpendicular transport geometry. This means that the
interfaces are aligned parallel or perpendicular to the main direction of transport caused
by an applied temperature gradient.

Since the samples only differ in their interface length throughout the series the origin of
the differences measured have to be sought in the geometry. A suitable way to investigate
the influence of the geometry of the differently shaped bars is to use the network model
described in section 5.3. With NeMo it is possible, amongst others, to simulate the
thermoelectric transport parameters through a sample consisting of different types of
materials. In figure 6.30 bitmaps of the five different stucture patterns (columns a) -
e)) for three different cases (lines I) - III)) are shown: In the first line only two materials,
indicated by different colours, are present. Effects like space-charge regions or depletion
layers can now be incorporated by introducing a third “material”, e.g. the black margins
in lines II) and III), which show the effect of a growing space charge region from three to
seven pixel. Throughout the simulations the width of the space-charge region was varied
from 1 pixel to 8 pixel in 1-pixel steps. The space-charge region was always placed on both
sides of the bars of one material only (black margins in figure 6.30). After each increase of
the width of the space-charge region the fraction between host material and space-charge
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I)

II)

III)

a) b) c) d) e)

Figure 6.30: 128×128 bitmap-files of the five different geometries which serve as geomet-
rical input data for the network model. Each color represents a different
material. For each material input paramters like the electrical conductivity
can be chosen by the user. The network model then enables one to calcu-
late the thermoelectric paramters from the left to the right side of the pixel
grid. Parallel or perpendicular transport can be realized in the simulation by
simply rotating the bitmaps by 90◦.

region changes until, at a width of 8 pixels, the structures with the teeth in-phase and
teeth in counter-phase are entirely covered by the space-charge region. At this point the
simulations equal those of just two materials having resistivities of the space-charge region
and of the second material, respectively. The implementation of the space-charge region
either into the higher or lower resistivity material could be easily realized by addressing the
resistances in an adequate way. These bitmap files serve as geometrical input for NeMo.
To keep the simulation times moderate a 128×128 pixel grid was chosen. Defining a stripe
width of 32 pixels, two bars of each material were included in each simulation. In the
samples used in the experiment each bar is 20µm wide meaning that one pixel of the
bitmap corresponds to 0.625µm on the sample. In NeMo the electrodes are always placed
on the left and right side of the bitmap, respectively. So the transport is always simulated
in horizontal direction. Consequently one can simulate parallel or perpendicular transport
by just rotating the bitmaps by 90◦.

Two sample series, one in parallel and one in perpendicular transport geometry, were
prepared with the self-aligned pattern transfer method. In each series all five patterns were
realized. In perpendicular transport geometry it is important that both materials
have a certain degree of electrical conductance and are in contact to guarantee electrical
transport across the entire structure. As a first layer a 200 nm thick MBE grown undoped
ZnO film was structured and etched by wet-chemical etching. Again in a second deposition
150 nm of Ga doped ZnO with a higher electrical resistivity was sputtered in between the
etched bars yielding an alternating ZnO/ZnO:Ga bar structure. Furthermore the two
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6.4 Influence of interface regions on the thermoelectric properties

materials as thin films have been investigated as references. To enable a comparison the
reference samples were structured to have the same geometric dimensions as the patterned
fields.

Figure 6.31(a) shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity of the differently
structured samples in perpendicular geometry. With decreasing temperature the resistivity
increases about one order of magnitude. The variation of the resistivity across the series is
about three orders of magnitude. In numbers the two reference samples have resistivities at
room temperature of 2.4 Ωm (sputtered ZnO:Ga reference) and 5.7·10−3 Ωm (MBE grown
ZnO reference). These values together with the room temperature resistivities of the
patterned samples are plotted as a function of interface length in figure 6.32. Furthermore
NeMo simulations were carried out, to yield a better understanding of the measured
trends.

The temperature dependent measurements of the Seebeck coefficient are shown in fig-
ure 6.31(c). In a first approximation one would expect that the sample with the highest
electrical conductivity has the lowest absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient and vice
versa (according to S ∝ σ−1). This trend could not be confirmed in this series. As can be
seen in figure 6.31(c) the opposite case is true: The MBE grown reference sample which
has the lowest electrical resistivity, has the highest absolute value of Seebeck coefficients
with - 434µVK−1 at room temperature. The sputtered reference sample, has the lowest
absolute values of S (-140µVK−1 at room temperature). As for the resistivities these
two samples mark the limits for this series with the values of all structured samples lying
inbetween.

Calculating the power factor for each temperature gives the dependence shown in fig-
ure 6.31(e). Of course the unstructured MBE grown reference sample with the highest
electrical conductivity and the highest Seebeck coefficient has the highest power factor
with 32µWm−1K−2 at 280 K. In general, the order of the structured curves for the power
factor is the same as for the electrical conductivity. This shows that the big variation in
electrical conductivity dominates the behaviour of the power factor. Due to rather mod-
erate changes of the Seebeck coefficient within the series S does not essentially influence
the power factor, despite its quadratic influence. The qualitative progression of the power
factor with temperature of one single curve on the other hand is clearly dominated by
the quadratic input of the Seebeck coefficient. This becomes clearer with decreasing tem-
perature: Here the electrical conductivity decreases but the Seebeck coefficient increases
drastically, leading to an increase of the power factor.

In parallel transport geometry the preparation started with a layer of electrical iso-
lating ZnO of 200 nm thickness grown by CVD. After the first etching step by wet chemical
etching, 150 nm of Ga doped ZnO was sputtered into the structured ditches. Ga in ZnO
is an electron donor leading to n-type doping and to a much higher electrical conductivity
compared to the nominal undoped CVD grown ZnO. Consequently the transport parame-
ters should be dominated by the better conducting material. Furthermore, if the geometry
has no influence on the transport behaviour, no big differences between the various struc-
tures should be observed. Measurements indeed show that the transport is dominated
mainly by the material of higher electrical conductivity. The resistivity ρ is shown in
figure 6.31(b). No significant changes with temperature in the range from 90 to 280 K
can be observed for the different specimens. To give an example, ρ only slightly increases
with decreasing temperature, having values of 3.9·10−3 Ωm at 280 K and 4.3·10−3 Ωm at
90 K for the sample with the straight parallel interfaces. The Seebeck coefficients of these
samples have been measured in the same temperature range. The temperature depen-
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Figure 6.31: Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity ρ (top row), the Seebeck
coefficient S (middle row), and the resulting power factor S2/ρ (bottom row)
of two sample series with different interface lengths. The left column has
perpendicular transport geometry and the right column a parallel one.
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Figure 6.32: NeMo simulations of the perpendicular electrical transport across differently
shaped interfaces. Due to microstructuring the interface length changes while
the number of interface is kept constant throughout the series. The parameter
varied in this series of simulations is the interface resistivity, while the ratio of
electrical conductance of the two constituent materials is kept at a constant
value of 421 to 1, according to the measured ratio of the two reference samples.

dence is shown in figure 6.31(d). All values lie within only 10µV/K at 300 K (between -45
and -55µV/K). With decreasing temperature the absolute values of the Seebeck coeffient
decrease having a local minimum at about 130 K. Then the absolute values increase again
on decreasing the temperature further.

Although the power factor S2/ρ is proportional to the second power of the Seebeck
coefficient, figure 6.31(f) shows that in this case it is dominated by the behaviour of the
electrical resistivity ρ. In other words, the small enhancement of S of the samples with
high ρ is not large enough to compensate the loss in electrical conductivity, yielding in total
smaller values of the power factor. Beside this, the temperature dependence of the power
factor is qualitatively dominated by S but quantitatively it shows the same dependence
on the interface length than the electrical conductivity.

For the NeMo simulations the general procedure in both transport geometries was the
same: At first the best fit between simulation and experiment for the electrical conductivity
was determined. Thereby different assumptions about the interface resistance and the
conductance, width and position of the space-charge region were made. For the cases where
the agreement was best the Seebeck coefficient was calculated. As for the experiment the
power factor was calculated after S2/ρ.

In a first series of simulation in perpendicular transport geometry it was assumed
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Figure 6.33: Optical image of the sample with an interface length of 10000µm. One can
see that big parts of the structured thin film were removed during lift-off.

that next to the two materials involved, which have a ratio of conductivities of 421/1, a
third resistance namely that of the interface is present. This resistance was now varied in
the simulations from very high values of 106 down to zero. In figure 6.32 the simulated
curves for the different interface resistivities as well as the measured values can be seen.
All simulations were normalized to the experimental value of the MBE-reference. This
does not influence the general trend of the simulations, it only shifts them to the same
order of magnitude than the experimental data. In addition it allows the treatment of
the input parameters as dimensionless numbers. With decreasing interface resistivity one
can see that the curves are shifted to lower resistivity values. This trend however stops
below the value of 1. A further reduction even to a value of 0 causes no further decrease
of the overall resistivity towards the values of the measured samples. So the assumption
of two materials only gives too high simulated resistivity values, even without an interface
resistance.

Next to the general shift in the absolute values, there is one point in the experimental
data which deviates strongly from the calculated trend: At an interface length of 10000µm
the measured resistivity increases unexpectedly. As can be seen in figure 6.33 big parts
of this sample were destroyed during the production process. Here somehow not just the
unwanted parts on top of the resist were removed during the lift-off but also big parts of
the structured thin film. This resulted in an increase of the electrical resistivity.

To further reduce the differences between simulation and experiment, a space-charge
region was introduced. All following simulations were carried out setting the interface
resistivity to zero and varying the electrical conductivity, position and width of a space-
charge region instead.

In figure 6.34 the simulations for a low resistive space-charge region of different width
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Figure 6.34: NeMo simulations of the perpendicular transport through bar structured sam-
ples with different interface shapes. The calculations show that the resistivity
across the sample series does not change significantly with the width of the
low resistive space-charge region placed on the low resistive material.

placed at the low resistive MBE grown material are shown. The values used for the
conductivity for the MBE grown ZnO, the sputtered Ga doped ZnO and the space-charge
region are 421 to 1 to 106, respectively. One can see that a variation of the width of
the space-charge region causes no visible changes in the absolute values of the resistivity.
From a physics point of view this is expected, since the regions act as additional series
resistances of small magnitude improving the already good conductance of this region a
little further. So the overall effect compared to the case without a space-charge region
is a slight shift to smaller values of the resistivity, independent of the width of the space
charge region.

The dependence on the width of the space-charge region becomes more pronounced if a
low resistivity space-charge region on the high resistivity material side is assumed. This is
shown in figure 6.35: The resistivity decreases with increasing width and simultaneously
with growing interface length. This behaviour is structure induced: The shortest path from
space-charge region to space-charge region through the high resistivity material decreases
as the interface length increases. In addition the fraction of material covered by the space-
charge region increases with increasing interface length. This can be seen very well in
line III) of figure 6.30. Here the space-charge region (black) has a width of 7 pixel. One
can see that for the longest interfaces (structures d) and e) in figure 6.30) only a small
part of the host bar is left. Increasing the width further (8 pixel) covers the entire bar of
the highly resistive material with the well conducting space-charge region. This explains
the drastic drop in resistivity for an interface length of 15000µm. A similar behaviour
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Figure 6.35: NeMo simulations of the perpendicular transport through bar structured sam-
ples of different interface shapes. The calculations show that the resistivity
throughout the sample series shifts towards lower absolute values by increas-
ing the width of the low resistive space-charge region placed on the highly
resistive material. At a width between 7 and 8 pixels the agreement with the
experiment is best.

is observed for an interface length of 10000µm (structure c) in figure 6.30). In this case
the absolute value of the resistivity is slightly higher, although the space-charge regions
overlap as well. This overlapping however is not along the entire bar, but is interrupted
by small “islands” of the high resistive material. This shows that these inclusions, even if
they are isolated, have an impact on the overall resistivity.

The best agreement between experiment and simulation concerning the electrical re-
sistivity within the three considered cases are summed up in figure 6.36(a). One can
see that there is effectively no difference between the case without a space-charge region
and that assuming a low resistivity space-charge region on the low resistivity material.
Only the substitution of almost the entire high resistivity material with a low resistivity
space-charge region gives a good fit of the experiment.

With these parameters simulations of the Seebeck coefficient for the different structures
have been carried out. Here not only the conductance of each material has to be inserted,
but also the Seebeck coefficient and the thermal conductance. Since the Seebeck coeffi-
cients of the reference materials are known, this ratio (3.1:1 for MBE grown:sputtered) was
entered for the respective bars. The value for the space-charge region was set to 1.3·10−3,
according to the relation of the conductances assumed above. The thermal conductances
were all set to 1. This corresponds to the assumption that the differences in thermal
conductivity between MBE grown and sputtered material can be neglected because the
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Figure 6.36: NeMo simulations of the Seebeck coefficient of structured samples with dif-
ferent interface shapes in perpendiculat geometry.

temperature difference across the sample is mainly determined by the substrate. This is
justified in this case due to a highly heat conducting sapphire substrate.

The results together with the measured values at room temperature are shown in fig-
ure 6.36(b). Without a space-charge region, the measured trend cannot be simulated.
With increasing interface length the calculated |S| is increasing whereas the experimen-
tal values decrease. This changes by implementing a low resistivity space-charge region.
Placing this region on the low resistivity material already reproduces the experimental
trend very nicely. It is remarkable that for the simulations of the Seebeck coefficient the
presence of a space-charge has a big influence on the result. The assumption of a low
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Figure 6.37: NeMo of parallel transport simulations assuming a high resistive space-charge
region. (a) The space-charge region is positioned on the low conductive ma-
terial. (b) The space-charge region is positioned on the high conductive
material.

resistivity space-charge region on the low resistivity material gives the lowest absolute
values of S whereas without a space-charge region the highest |S| values are obtained. For
the electrical resistivity these to cases were almost indistinguishable. The reason for this
big difference is the very small value of |S| of the space-charge region. As for the electri-
cal conductivity, the best agreement with the experiment can be achieved by assuming a
relatively wide space-charge region (7 px) at the high resistivity material.

This is also true for the calculated power factors S2/ρ shown in figure 6.36(c). Here
the subtle interplay between electrical resistivity ρ and Seebeck coefficient S determines
the behaviour: Due to comparatively high resistivities dominated by the high resistivity
material while having the lowest values of |S| originating from the space-charge region,
the combination of a low resistivity space-charge region on the low resistivity material
gives the lowest power factors. The further decrease with increasing interface length has
to originate from the decrease of the absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient. Without
a space-charge region the behaviour of S changes: |S| increases, with increasing interface
length, a behaviour that is reflected by the corresponding power factors as well. Though
the absolute values of S decreases with increasing interface length for a 7 pixel wide space-
charge region of high conductivity on the low conductivity material, the power factors are
higher than those without a space-charge region. This is due to the strong reduction in
electrical resistivity. The fact that the power factor follows the behaviour of the electrical
conductivity point by point further confirms this explanation.

Simulations in parallel transport geometry of the electrical resistivity were carried
out, assuming two materials and a space-charge region, all three with different electrical
conductivities. Furthermore the width of the space-charge region and its position (on
the highly resistive or on the lowly resistive material) were varied. Because no values for
the conductivities of the reference materials were available it was assumed that the lowly
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resistive material has a thousand times higher electrical conductivity than the highly
resistive one. The high resistivity space-charge region was set to resisitivity values a
thousand times higher than that of the high resistivity material. On the other hand the low
resistivity space-charge region was assumed to have a thousand times higher conductivity
than the better conducting material. All simulations were normalized to the measured
value of the resistivity of the bar structure with the straight parallel interfaces and a bar
width of 20µm.

Figures 6.37 and 6.38 show the comparison between experiment (black spheres) and
simulations of the resistivity as a function of interface length in parallel transport direction.
The measured values at 280 K throughout the series have resistivity values between 5 ·
10−4 Ωm and 5 · 10−3 Ωm. At first sight no clear trend or dependence can be found. The
samples with the longest interfaces of 15000µm have the highest electrical conductivities.
This is somewhat surprising, since one would expect that the more interface states (which
may trap free carriers) are available the lower is the electrical conductivity. On the other
hand, if a space-charge region of high conductivity at the interface is assumed this region
would dominate the electrical transport. In this case an increase of the interface length
could explain the measured behaviour.

In the case of simulating a high resistive space-charge region on a high resistive material
no big dependence on the width of the space-charge region is obtained in parallel geometry.
This is expected, since the main part of the transport is carried by the highly conducting
material. Whether the second material is a thousand or a million times higher in resistance
does not make a big difference. Nevertheless the agreement with the experiment is quite
good except for the interface length of 15000µm.

The dependence on the width of the space-charge region becomes more pronounced plac-
ing the highly resistive space-charge region on the highly conducting bars (figure 6.37(b)).
For a width of one pixel again the agreement with the experiment up to 10000µm of
interface length is quite good. But as the width increases further the resistivity increases
as well, making the difference between simulated values and experimental values even
more drastic with increasing interface length. The measured reduction of the resistivity
at 15000µm cannot be modelled using these parameters. The drastic increase for a width
of 8 pixels for the last two points is geometry induced. For these two structures the space-
charge regions start to overlap in the middle of the bar, such that the highly conductive
transport path in the host material is interrupted.

In figures 6.38(a) and (b) the simulations of the resistivity were carried out assuming
parallel transport and highly conducting space-charge regions of different width again
positioned on the lowly conducting and highly conducting material, respectively. In this
case the width of the space-charge region plays an important role. One can see that up
to a width of 3 pixel the behaviour of the simulation is similar to that assuming a highly
resistive space-charge region: The resistivity increases with increasing interface length.
However as the width reaches 4 pixels the resistivity drops down to values below the
measured ones. Furthermore the simulations now show qualitatively the same behaviour
as the experiment: Up to an interface length of 10000µm the resistivity increases with
increasing length, then suddenly drops down even below the value of the sample with
the unstructured interfaces. But what happens at the transition from 3 to 4 pixel of
space-charge region that can cause such a drastic change in the transport behaviour? The
explanation is, that at a width of 4 pixels the teeth in the artificial interface structures
are completely filled by the space-charge region. This enables a more direct transport
path through the highly conducting region of the bar. The higher the reduction in path
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Figure 6.38: NeMo of parallel transport simulations assuming a high conductive space-
charge region. (a) The space-charge region is positioned on the low conductive
material. (b) The space-charge region is positioned on the high conductive
material.

length the more pronounced should be the reduction in resistivity. This explains the drop
of the resistivity for the interface length of 15000µm. Here the effective shortening of
the transport path is maximal within the sample series. Why the drop in the experiment
is even more pronounced is not clarified yet. Fact is that the experiment can be very
well simulated assuming of a low resistivity space-charge region. Whether this region is
positioned on the high or low conductive material is of minor importance, as both graphs
of figure 6.38 are almost identical. This again shows, that the space-charge region carries
the major part of the electrical transport. A further increase of the width of this region to
5, 6 or 7 pixels has no big impact on the transport behaviour. A 8 pixel wide space-charge
region finally makes the resistivity almost independent of interface length.

Similar to the simulations in perpendicular transport geometry, the best fit of the elec-
trical resistivity of each considered parameter combination is summarized in figure 6.39(a).
The decrease in resistivity for an interface length of 15000µm can only be simulated as-
suming a highly conducting space-charge region.

The simulations of S as a function of interface length are shown in figure 6.39(b). As
for the simulations in perpendicular geometry only those values for the pixel width and
electrical conductivity were used for the simulations where the agreement for the resistivity
was best in each of the four observed cases. The values for the thermal conductivities for
all three regions were set to 1, assuming that the substrate carriers the major part of the
heat transport. As input for the Seebeck coefficients of the low conductive material a
value of -50µV/K was taken. For the other two regions S was changed according to the
respective change in resistance. Here the simulations were normalized again to those of
the sample with 5000µm interface length. As can be seen in figure 6.39(b) the measured
trend cannot be simulated very well in any of the four cases. The assumption of a high
resistive space-charge region leads to continuous increase of |S| with increasing interface
length, independent of the position of the space-charge region. This changes assuming a
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Figure 6.39: Summary of the best NeMo simulation fits of the electrical conductivity, the
Seebeck coefficient and the power factor of structured samples with different
interface shapes in parallel geometry.

low resistive space-charge region. After increasing with increasing interface length, the
absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient decreases again for a 15000µm long interface.
This is probably due to the direct path that occurs for these samples at a space-charge
region width of 4 pixel. The failure in reproducing the measured trend is most likely due
to the lack of experimental data for the Seebeck coefficient of the reference materials.

The errors made in the simulations of S dominate the calculation in the power factors
shown in figure 6.39(c). Here the dependence on the interface length is mainly affected
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by the Seebeck coefficient. Where |S| increases with increasing interface length the power
factor also increases. For a highly conducting space-charge region the power factor peaks
at 10000µm, whereas it increases further for the assumption of a high resistivity space-
charge region. The measured power factor however decreases with increasing interface
length to then strongly increase again.

In conclusion, the simulations for both geometries suggest a highly conducting space-
charge region placed at the low conductivity material. However in both cases it could
not be claryfied whether this assumption is true. In perpendicular geomtry the interfaces
have point contacts, but the MBE grown ZnO of higher electrical conductivity is nominal
undoped so that a diffusion into the sputtered material can be ruled out. The good
electrical conductivity comes from a high carrier mobilty, which for this material is about
hundred times higher than the one of the sputtered counterpart. A clarification whether
this high mobilty alone can have such a big influence or if other effects may occur at the
interfaces is still missing so far.

In parallel geometry the situation is even more complicated. Here the two materials
were separated by gap during the production process. So again the diffusion of Ga into
the electrical isolating CVD grown ZnO can be excluded. The origin of a potential highly
conducting interface region on this material still needs to be claryfied. In both cases only
local measurements of the electrical conductivity can reveal the real nature of the interface.
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The typical and best understood thermoelectric materials such as Bi2Te3 or PbTe so far are
based on Te. Unfortunately, when it comes to a mass application of thermoelectric devices,
estimations show that the tellurium resources will be consumed very quickly. Hence it is
worth trying to develop novel thermoelectric materials which are more sustainable and
“green”. Exemplarily the thermoelectric properties of ZnO as an ideal model system were
investigated in the framework of this thesis.

A major advantage of ZnO is that thin-films can be grown by various methods. Their
carrier concentrations can be easily influenced during growth, e.g. n-type doping over a
wide range, or after growth, e.g. by annealing. The change in carrier concentration has a
big impact on the Seebeck coefficient. Investigations of degenerately doped ZnO:Al and
subsequent annealing in air showed that at very high carrier concentrations, where the
samples have metallic character, a sign reversal of S may occur. Although the sample is
clearly n-type, small positive Seebeck coefficients can be measured, changing their sign
with decreasing temperature. This is due to changes of the density of states at the Fermi-
energy in a degenerately doped semiconductor.

In the case of sputtered ZnO films grain boundary states cause a bending of the con-
duction band forming a so called double Schottky barrier. This leads to a redistribution
of the energy of the charge carriers before and after the barrier. This energy filtering
effect (charge carriers with energies lower than the potential height are backscattered) is
supposed to lead to an enhancement of the power factor. Measurements combined with
calculations within a one band effective mass model showed that an increase of the power
factor with increasing carrier concentration only works to a certain extend. If the carrier
concentration exceeds a certain value, screening effects diminish the barrier height and
width leading to a decrease of the power factor. Here the maximum of the power factor
was found for n = 1.6 · 1019 cm−3.

In many cases improved thermoelectric properties of the nanostructured material com-
pared to the respective bulk could be shown. Here ZnO has the big advantage that
nanofabrication techniques known from the semiconductor industry can be applied to this
material as well. Etching a regular square-hole pattern into a thin sputtered ZnO film
showed a shift of |S| to higher values with decreasing hole size. This can be explained
by the generated additional sample surface whilst keeping its volume constant causing
additional defects, e.g. electron traps, that can reduce the total number of free carriers,
as well as a rough surface morphology. Simulations of the patterned material assuming a
depletion region of constant width could reproduce the measured trend nicely.

In nanostructured materials surface and interface effects become dominant. The investi-
gation and understanding of these interface effects and their influence on the thermoelectric
properties was the main focus of this work. One of the simplest ways to generate inter-
faces is by growing multilayer structures. Here a sample series of alternating ZnO/ZnS
layers was investigated in in-plane geometry. The findings gave hints for the formation
of interface layers of very high electrical conductivity between ZnO and ZnS, dominating
the transport behaviour at large layer thicknesses (d > 100 nm). At smaller d, where
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d becomes comparable to the typical fluctuation length of the interface roughness, the
transport path (and hence the thermoelectric properties) is strongly determined by the
surface fluctuations. These results could be approved qualitatively by NeMo simulations.

Stronger impact on the thermoelectric parameters, especially on the thermal conductiv-
ity, were found in cross plane direction, i.e. perpendicular to the interfaces. Unfortunately
measurements of multilayers in cross-plane direction are very difficult to perform. To
overcome this problem lateral structuring of thin-films offers attractive possibilities. To
realize bar structures of alternating materials the method of self-aligned pattern transfer
was developed and employed. With a simple printed mask a series of bar-shaped samples
of alternating ZnO:Al and ZnO stripes was fabricated. Varying the number of interfaces
between the two materials whilst keeping the material fractions constant, revealed interest-
ing results. Raman, photoluminescence and thermoelectric measurements were performed
globally and locally. The observed dependence on the number of interfaces can be ex-
plained by two effects. One assumes a diffusion of Al-donors from the ZnO:Al stripes into
the adjacent undoped ZnO stripes. Calculations based on a network model assuming a
Fermi-like diffusion profile corroborate these findings and suggest that the region affected
by the diffusion is of a width of the order of 100µm. The activation energy of Al-diffusion
in bulk crystalline ZnO is 2.74 eV, therefore, the diffusion process is likely to occur along
the grain boundaries in these sputtered samples. On the other hand local probes of the
electrical conductivity give hint to the assumption that the measured global effects can
also be explained by the interface roughness which, for this sample series, was in the same
order of magnitude (about 80µm).

A scanning probe analysis of the diffusion profile revealed further that the interface
structure hinders the diffusion process as the diffusion across the interface is slower than
along the grain boundaries. In addition, the measurements give evidence that the absolute
values of the global Seebeck coefficients of the samples is enhanced by the interfaces.

Not just the number of interfaces but also their shape has an influence on the thermo-
electric properties. This is true not only for the transport perpendicular to the interfaces
but also in parallel transport direction. Again with the method of self-aligned pattern
transfer two series of samples consisting of alternating high and low electrical conducting
material, one in parallel and the other in perpendicular geometry, were fabricated. The
number of interfaces as well as the material fractions were not altered. The changing
parameter throughout the series was the interface length. Supported by numerous NeMo
simulations the results indicated that the thermoelectric propeties across the sample is
dominated by the shortest path of electrical conductance. The transport path is strongly
influenced by assuming space-charge regions of different width and conductivity. Best
agreement between experiment and simulations in both geometries has been achieved by
replacing a certain fraction of the lowly conducting material with a highly conducting
space-charge region. However, the origin of this highly conducting surface region requires
further clarifications.

Due to its high Seebeck coefficients and the possibilty to tune the electrical conductivity
by doping, ZnO is a promising candidate for an environmentally friendly and sustainable
n-type thermoelectric material. In addition, as presented within this work, the possibilities
to tune and even improve these properties are manifold. The fact that its thermal conduc-
tivity is quite high may be overcome by a combination with ZnS. This back door shown
by theory, however still needs to be approved by experiment. First measurements of the
local thermal conductivity on an alternating ZnO/ZnO:Ga bar structure, however show
clear differences between the two areas, although it is the same host material (figure 6.40).
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Figure 6.40: Scan of the local thermal conductivity of a structured sample. The alternating
materials of the bar strucutre are CVD-grown ZnO and sputtered Ga doped
ZnO. The bar strucutres have an artificial interface roughness. The different
thermal conductivities are indicated by different heating voltages that are
necessary to keep a constant temperature at the sample surface. This is shown
in the inset by different colours. The red crosses in the inset correspond to
the red lines in the graph.

This motivates attempts of producing alternating ZnO/ZnS bar structures where the ther-
mal conductivity is dominated by the incompatible phonon dispersion relations of the two
materials. The electrical conductivity on the other hand can be tuned by doping and by
tuning the interface properties. As shown in this work the possiblities here are manifold.
Furthermore, it was also shown that due to microstructuring the power factors were only
tuned within the limits of the two constituent materials. It was not possible so far to
gain higher power factors than those of the as grown material. This implies that interface
strucuturing here only brings an enhancement of the total figure of merit, if its benefit
due to a reduction of the thermal conductivity exceeds its loss in the power factor.

To be able to evaluate all occuring effects on the micrometer scale it is crucial to apply
local probes for measuring the thermoelectric parameters. Only with the knowledge about
the local effects it is possible to interpret their impact on the global quantities properly.
This in turn enables theoretical predictions to find the best thermoelectric performance
for each type of device.

Concerning the application of ZnO in a thermoelectric generator, an adequate p-type
counterpart needs to be found. First experiments show, that CuxO might fulfill all neces-
sary requirements.
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